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Summary.
This thesis  1s an attempt to generalise to the odd orthogonal group , 
over an In f in ite  f ie ld  K not o f ch a ra c te ris tic  two, the work o f Schur [ S ] ,  
and more recently Green [G ], on the general lin e a r  group G  ^ using the 
approach o f Weyl [W] 1n ch a ra c te r is t ic  zero. The special feature here is  
that we tre a t  r K as merely a group o f matrices defined by the vanishing 
o f polynomials in i t s  co e ffic ien ts  (the c la ss ica l view) rather than a group 
generated by elements derived from an associated L ie  algebra, the approach 
used i n i t i a l l y  by Chevalley and adopted by most authors in recent times.
A fte r generalising Green's [G ] Schur algebra fo r to in  §0
we prove in  §1 Chevalley 's famous theorem on the 'B ig  C e ll ' in  GK and 
then, by an easy extension, prove i t  fo r  the B ig Cell in  . Chevalley 's
o rig ina l proof uses representations o f L ie  a lgebras, ours requires nothing 
but a l i t t l e  knowledge o f the coordinate ring K+[G ] of a l l  'polynomial' 
functions on G  ^ . We define K [r ]  , the coordinate ring o f r K , to be 
the space o f a l l  polynomial functions on G  ^ re s tr ic te d  to and in s2
give a generating se t o f the kernel o f the re s tr ic t io n  map 
h,k :K+[G ] -*■ K [r ]  . This generalises W eyl's re su lt in ch a ra c te r is t ic  zero.
In §3 we use th is re s u lt to show tha t the fam ily , o r 'scheme', o f rings 
K [r ]  (K varying over a l l  in f in ite  f ie ld s  not o f ch a ra c te r is t ic  two) is  
'defined over Z' ; in fa c t K [ r ]  is  n a tu ra lly  isomorphic to K 0 Z[Tq 3 , 
where Z[Tq ] is  the subring o f Q [r] spanned by 'monomial' functions.
This enables us to formulate a 'modular' representation theory fo r r which 
connects polynomial representations o f Tq w ith those o f r K .
In §4 we investigate  the Schur algebras o f Tq fo llow ing Weyl [W] and 
in §5 find  a complete set o f irreduc ib les for each o f them, once again 
follow ing the lead o f Weyl. In §6 we attempt to 'reduce' these modules 
modulo p to obtain 'W eyl' modules fo r , a task only p a r t ia l ly  
completed.
0.0
Throughout K w i l l  denote an in f in ite  f ie ld  of a rb itra ry  ch a ra c te r is tic  
unless stated otherwise and, when no confusion should a r is e , we sh a ll w rite  
the tensor product 8K as 8 . For an integer n > 0 , EK(n ) (o r ju s t 
Ek ) w ill denote an n-dimensional K-space with basis (e ^ .e ^ ,. . . ,en> .
I f  r  > 0 is  another integer we denote the r-fo ld  tensor product 
Ek 8 Ek 8 . . .8  Ek by e £ and define e£ to be K .
Denote by I (n , r )  the se t o f r-tuples with en tries from n = i l , 2 , . . . , n )  
Then E^ has basis
(e . : = e. 8 e. 8 . . .8  e. : i  = ( i , , ! , ........1r ) e I ( n . r ) }  .l 1l 12 1p \ c r
0.1 The general lin ea r group and polynomial functions
We denote the group of a l l  non-singular n*n matrices g = (9liv) p ven 
with entries in  K by Gn K o r, when no confusion should a r is e ,  variously  
by Gn , Gk , G(K) and G .
Then G „  acts na tu ra lly  on the le f t  o f E „ (n ) by extending lin e a r ly  n,K ^
to the whole of E^(n) the action 
0.1a
g.e = E g e fo r a l l  v e n  , geG v . a v wv u — n,Kyeri
Hence G „  acts on E^(n) by extending lin e a r ly  to the whole o f E£(n) n, k n ^
( r  > 0) the action
§0. P re lim inaries and notation
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g(e. fi e. « . . . a  e. ) • g.e. a g.e, a . . .a g .e .
11 12 V  11 'z V
( fo r  a l l  e I ( n , r )  » 9 e Gn «) and Gn>|< acts t r i v i a l l y
on E^(n) = K .
Thus, the group algebra KG  ^ K of Gr k consisting o f formal sums
Z X .g (X e K, f in i t e ly  many 4 0 )
9‘ Gr.K  9 9
acts on E^(n) , making i t  in to  a l e f t  KGn ^-module.
0.1c
For any se t 0 we define Kn to be the se t of functions f :f i K . 
Then Kn is  a commutative K-algebra with operations defined 'pointw ise' 
e .g . i f  f , f '  e K then f f '  e Kn is  the function which takes x e n to 
f ( x ) f ' ( x )  e K . Let r be any group, then we can extend each f  e Kr 
lin e a r ly  to the whole of the group algebra Kr o f r  and id e n tify  Kr
with HomK(Kr,K ) , the K-algebra o f K-linear maps Kr -*• K .
G K
Now fo r p,v e ri define cyv e K n’ to be the K-l inear function
which maps each 9 e Gn k to i t s  (u »v )th co e ff ic ie n t gy v e K .
Denote by K+lGn K1 the K-subalgebra of K n,K generated by these
functions. Then K+|Gn K] is  by d e fin it io n  the K-algebra o f polynomial
functions on G „  and since K is  in f in ite  the c „  (u ,v  e n) are n,K wv —
a lg eb ra ica lly  independent over K . Thus K+[Gn can be regarded as
0.1b
the K-algebra of polynomials in  n2 indeterminates cyv ( m, v e n) .
For an integer r  > 0 we denote by Kr [Gn the K-subspace of 
K+[G^ K] spanned by monomials in  the cyv (u ,v  e n) which are of degree 
r  , (thus K °[Gn K] » K m  where TL is  the constant function 
g 1 (geGn ) .  Thus the dimension o f Kr [Gn>((] as a K-space 1s
("V'1» ■
For r  > 0 , le t  G (r )  be the symmetric group on r  = { l , 2 , . . . , r >  .
Then G (r) acts on the rig h t o f I ( n , r ) by
0. Id
< V * 2 ........ 1r>-' ‘  ........ 1i.(r)>
(fo r a l l  ( i i »12* —  »1 r ) e U n . r )  , it e G ( r ) )  .
Hence G (r) acts on I (n , r )  * I (n , r )  : i f  i , j  e I (n , r )  and n e G (r) 
then (i,j)TT = ( iTTtJTT) .
For i , j  e I (n , r )  we w rite  i ^ j  i f  i and j  are in  the same 
G (r) o rb it o f I (n , r )  , that is  i f  i = J tt fo r some n e G (r )  . S im ila r ly  
fo r h,k e I ( n , r )  we w rite  ( i , h )  ^ ( j , k )  i f  i = jn  and h = kir fo r 
some ir e G (r ) . Denote by T (n ,r )  a se t o f representatives of the G (r) 
o rb its in  I ( n , r )  x I (n , r )  .
Now, given i , j  e I ( n , r )  we w rite  c ^  for the element




Kr [ G l
( I . J ) e T (n . r )
since c le a r ly  c ^  runs over a l l  monomials of degree r  in  the n 





|T (n ,r )|  .  dimK Kr [Gn] .  ( "  " " ' I  •
Let V be a f in i t e  dimensional le f t  KG^-module with basis
( v , , v , , . . . ,vm ) .  Then 1 2 m
O.lg
g-vb = £ Pab(g )*a for a11 be- ’ scGnaem
G
where the pflb e K (a.bem) , (c a lle d  'c o e ff ic ie n t  functions' of V ).
G
Denote by c f (V ) the K-subspace o f K n spanned by the pflb (a.bem) .
I t  is  easy to show that th is  d e fin it io n  is  independent of the choice of 
basis o f V . We c a ll  i t  the c o e ff ic ie n t space of V .
We denote by M^G^) the category of f in ite  dimensional le f t  KGn-modules 
V such that c f (V ) c. K+[Gn] . Then every V in  H^(Gn) gives r ise  to a 
f in i t e  dimensional representation Pv :Gn GL(V) of Gn ca lled  a polynomial 
representation. This extends lin e a r ly  to a representation (a lso  denoted by 
py ) of KGn . py :KGn -  EndK(V) .
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O.lh Example
The module E1^  is  in  the category MK( ° n) fo r  a l l  r  >_ 0 , since 
by (0 .1 a ,b ) we have equations
g.e. - E c .^ g je ,  V J c l ( n . r ) ,  geG K . 
j  i e l ( n . r )  1j 1 n,K
Hence c f(E^ ) = K-span { c ^  : i , je l (n , r )>  .
Le t M^(G ) denote the subcategory of MK(Gn) consisting o f those 
modules V e MK(Gn) such that c f ( V) c. Kr [Gn] . These are the polynomial 
modules which afford representations whose co effic ien ts  are homogeneous of 
degree r  in  the c^v (g .vcji) . C le a rly  e £ is  in  M^(Gn) .
O .l i  Theorem
Let V e MK(Gn) , then
y .  i *  v<r >
r>0
where each is  a KG -submodule o f V with c M?3(G ) .n K n
Proof
The proof given by Schur [S ,p .5 J fo r K = t  , the complex numbers, 
works fo r  any in f in ite  f ie ld .
By the theorem above, to study the polynomial representations o f Gn K
i t  is enough to study homogeneous representations ie . those in  M£(Gn) 
fo r a l l  r  >, 0 .
Remark
K+[Gn] can be regarded as the coordinate ring of the a ff in e  semigroup
M „  o f a l l  nxn matrices with entries in  K . This means we can consider n»K
polynomial representations of Gn K as ra tiona l representations of Mn K 
and v ice  versa.
F in a l ly ,  we write
-  6 -
M G„] Kr [G l
the space o f polynomials in  the c ^  (w.ven) o f degree <_ r  .
0.2 The Schur algebra
Le t C be a K-coalgebra with com u ltip lication  A:C -*■ CfiC and counit 
e:C K , (see [Sw] fo r d e fin it ion  of coalgebra and re lated  terminology).
0.2a Examples
(1 ) We can consider K as a one dimensional K-coalgebra with 
a ( 1k) = 1K fi 1K and e ( 1K) = 1^ .
(2 ) The K-algebra K+[G] has a K-coalgebra structure . Com ultip lication 
is  defined by extending lin e a r ly  and m u lt ip lic a t iv e ly  to the whole of K+[GJ:
A ( l)  = U  8 TL and
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A(c ) - l  c fl c ( y ,v  c n) .
pv pen pp pv
This arises from the equations
V , < S - 9 ' )  * ^  „i9>cpv( i '> (u ' v c S>
where g,g' e G^ K .
The counit e :K+[G] + K is  defined by extending e(U ) - 1K and
0.2c
1 y = v (y ,v  e rO
e (c  ) = {
“ v 0 y t  v
This is  eva luation  a t the id e n tity  of Gn k •
(3) S ince a(Kr IG ] ) c  Kr [GJ « Kr [G] and 
4 (Kr lG )) s  Kr [G] a Kr [G] , both Kr [GJ and Kr [G] are K-subcoalgebras 
of K+[G] .
0.2d
Me can make C* = HomK(C,K ) in to  an asso c ia tive  K-algebra with un it 
e by defin ing m u ltip lic a tio n  as follows:




For any r  > 0 we c a ll  the dual space s£(Gn) o f Kr [Gn) a Schur 
algebra follow ing Green [G .p . l l ] .  Then by (0.2d) i f  r  > 0 , i , j  c I (n , r )  
and e sJ^(G^) we have
♦•♦'(c,,) * i ♦(c1k)^ ‘(ckj) .
1J k e l(n .r )  J
We denote by Ci j  the element o f s£(Gn) defined by
0.2e
1 ( 1 . J )  *  (h ,k ) (h.k e I ( n , r ) ) .
C4 i (chk) = t
i j  hk 0 ( i , j )  jt- (h .k )
C learly  i -. - ch k i f f  ( i , j )  n. (h,k> and therefore s£(Gn) has basisi j  h,K ^
: ( i . j )  c T (n ,r ) }  . For any r > 0  define e:KGn - W  to be
the unique K-linear map such that fo r g e G ^ K , e (g ) is  evaluation a t 
9 . I . e .
e (g )(c )  = c (g ) fo r a l l  c e Kr [Gn] .
We w rite  eg fo r  c(g ) ; e ( lG) is  the counit o f Kr [Gn) .
Le t mod(s£(Gn) )  denote the category o f f in ite  dimensional le f t  
s£(Gn) modules.
0 .2f Proposi tion
For any r  >_ 0 the K-linear map e:KGn s£(Gn) an epimorphism 
of K-algebras and induces an equivalence o f categories between m£(Gr )
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and mod(s£(Gn) )  using the ru le
g.v = e .v  fo r a l l  g e G „,veVg n,K
where V c MJ (^Gn) or mod(s£(Gn) )  .
Proof
The case K = C is  due to Schur [S ] ,  fo r the general case see Green 
[G, 12.4].
0.2g Remark
I f  V e m£(G ) has basis (V j.V g ,. . . , vm> such tha t fo r b e m ,
9 e G„.K
9 'vb '  £m pab(9)va aem
then the action of s£(Gn) on V is  given by
4>. v. = Z ♦(Pab^va f o r  a11 be-  ’ 4’eSK^Gn^  ’ a cm
Define Sr K(Gn) to be the external d ire c t sum 
0.2h
sk''<G>  ■ ■ * S°K(Gn>
and id en tify  i t  with the K-algebra Hom^(Kr [Gn],K )  . I t  is  c le a r tha t
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sr K(Gn) has basis
0.21
(Ci j  : ( i , j )  e Tr (n ) : » T (n ,r )  u  T(n,r-1 ) u . x»T(n ,0)} .
I f  |  = e a . .c .  . e S „(G  ) we denote by the component
(1.J)eTr (n) r ’K n
of f  in S^(Gn) ie . <-
( i. J )e l(p .n ) au  ' u
We sha ll sometimes w rite  4> as the r+l-tuple .
9 e Gn K » * r ^  is  eva luation  a t 9
0 .2 j Proposition
For any r  .> 0 er :KGn sr  K( Gn) is  an e PimorPh'ism of K-algebras.
Proof
The case r  = 0 is  immediate . C learly
£r (KGn) c  Sp, K(Gn) ■ Suppose Sr>K(Gn) ,ji er (KGn) , then there ex ists  a 
non zero element c e Kr [Gn] such that er (g ) (c )  = c (g ) = 0 fo r  a l l  
g c Gn K . By the irre levance  o f algebraic in e q u a lit ie s , lW,p.4] we 
have c = 0 , a contrad iction .
-  11
0 . 3 Polynomial functions on subgroups o f G .
Le t r be any subgroup o f G^ . Elements o f K+1G] can be regarded, 
by re s tr ic t io n  to r  , as functions on r  or lin e a r  functions on the group 
algebra Kr . We define K [r ] c. Kr to be the se t o f these res tr ic ted  
functions. Then K [r ]  is  a K-subalgebra o f Kr and inherits  a K-coalgebra 
structure  from K+[G] . The re s tr ic t io n  map \ : K +[G] -► K [r] Is  a su rjective  
morphism of K-algebras and K-coalgebras. The subspace ’rK(Kr.[G ]) inherits  
a K-coalgebra structu re  from Kr [G] , denote i t  by [ r ]  and fo r
1 . j  e I ( n , r )  w rite  c j j  fo r  '^ K( c i ^ ) . Denote by Sr>K( r )  the dual of
Kp[ r ]  . By (0.2d) we can give Sr  K( r )  a K-algebra struc tu re . The sur­
je c t iv e  morphism of K-coalgebras
V . K  : Kr [G1^ Kr [ r l  
c 1j *  C1J
induces an in je c t iv e  morphism of K-algebras 
0.3a
Sr,K<r > ’  Sr.K<G) •
We sha ll id e n tify  Sr  K( r )  w ith i t s  image 1n Sr>K(G) .
We c a ll Sr  K( p) a ' Schur algebra' of r .
0.3b Lenina
For any subgroup r o f G and non-negative integer r  we have 
‘ r<M > * Sr ,K ( r >
-  12 -
where Kr is  considered as a K-subalgebra o f KG .
Proof
Let 4> e Sr  k (G) , then <J> e Sf  K( r )  i f f  the kernel of Kr [G] -*• K 
contains the kernel of f  K , (then 4> can be considered as a function 
on Kr [rl) .
Let 4> = £r (a ) (aeKr) then c e ker v r  K implies that 
c (a ) = er (a ) ( c )  = 0 and hence ep(K r ) Ç  Sr>K( r ) •
Now, suppose Sr  K( r )  <£ er (K r ) . Then there ex ists  some non-zero 
c e Kr [r ]  with c = v r  K( c *) fo r  some c ' e Kr [G] such that 
er ( a ) ( c ' )  = c ' (a ) = 0 for a l l  a e Kr ie .  c ' e k e r f ^  so that 
V r  K c^ ' )  = c = 0 » a contrad iction .
We define e j:K r  -*■ Sr  K( r )  to be the re s tr ic t io n  o f er :KG -*• Sr K (G) 
to Kr .
Let V be a f in ite  dimensional l e f t  Kr-module with basis tv i * v2** * **vm^* 
then for b e m
9■vb * E P Îb (9 )v a (9 £ r )aem
where pîjb e Kr (a ,b  e m) .
As in  §0.1 we define the c o e ff ic ie n t  space c f ( V) to be the K-span 
o f the p£b (a ,b  e m) and as before i t  is  independent of the choice of 
basis.
Denote by Mr K( r )  the category o f f in ite  dimensional le f t  Kr-modules
-  13 -
V such that c f (V ) c  Kr [ r ]  . As an example a module in  Mr K(G) is  
the d irec t sum of modules from m£(G) , m£ ^ (G ) , ........M^(G) by (0.11).
We have the analogue o f (0 .2 f ) .
0.3c Proposition
Let r  be a subgroup of G . Then the category of f in ite  dimensional 
l e f t  Sr  K( r )  modules and Mr K( r )  are equiva lent using the rule
a.v = e j ( a ) . v  (a e Kr, v e V)
where V is  in  e ithe r o f the categories.
Proof
The proof follows that of (0 .2 f )  given in  [G, S2.4J and uses (0 .3b).
0.3d Remark
Since, fo r  V e MK( r )  we have V e Mr K( r )  fo r some r  > 0 , to study 
the Kr modules in  MK( r )  i t  is  enough by (0 .3c) to work with the f in ite  
dimensional associative  K-algebras Sr  K( r )  ( r  > 0) . A ll th is  applies to 
r = G o f course, although by ( O . l i )  and (0 .2 f) we can confine our attention 
to s£(G) ( p  > 0) .
In the case ch a ra c te ris tic  K equals zero, th is  was the technique used 
by Schur [S ] on G and Weyl [W] on the other c la s s ica l groups (see below). 
Green [G] has extended Schur's work to an a rb itra ry  in f in ite  f ie ld  and we 
attempt here to extend W eyl's work.
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0.4 B ilin e a r  forms and subgroups o f G
Le t B:E^ * E^ -*■ K be a b il in e a r  form defined by a matrix 
B = (B(e  ,e ) )  _  . Then the set— ' ' p ’ v "u ,v e j i
0.4a
r B = igeGn K | B (ge .ge ') = B (e ,e ')  V e .e 'cE^ }
is  a subgroup o f  ^ and i f  we denote by g*" the transpose of the 
matrix g , then
0.4b
( i i )  The matrix B^  = ^  y ie ld s  the even orthogonal group, 02)l(K) •
( i i i )  The matrix B = J 2ä+1 y ie ld s  the odd orthogonal group, 02i + l ^  *
r B = (9tGn,K I gt-9 = ’
0.4c Examples







1 y ie ld s  the symplectic group, Sp2a(K)( i  ) The matrix JÎ
-J,’i 0
-  15 -
Henceforth r „  K (n = 2*+l) , or when no confusion should a r ise  r K , 
r (K ) or r , w il l  denote the odd orthogonal group 02ji+1(K ) '
0.4d Remark
Many o f the techniques used on 02a+i ( K) ™  subse(luent sections can
also be applied, with some m odifications, to the symplectic and even 
orthogonal groups. These s im ila r it ie s  (and d is s im ila r it ie s )  are outlined 
in  appendix B.
-  16 -
§1. C heva lley 's  theorem fo r G and (^fc+l
1.1 Uni potent and diagonal subgroups o f G 
We define the follow ing subgroups o f G :
UG: = (uni potent upper triangu lar m a trices ), a uni potent group 
Ug: = iunipotent lower triangu lar m a trices), a unipotent group 
Tg: * (non singular diagonal m atrices), a commutative group 
WG: = {permutation m a trices ), isomorphic to G(n) .
1.1a
I t  is  easy to see that J  Ug J n - U3 , where J n is  the matrix 
n n
defined in  (0 .4 c).
We can now state  the follow ing w ell known theorem.
1.1b Theorem (Bruhat, Chevalley)
We have G = U^.w.Tg.Ug (a d is jo in t  union).
weWg
Proof
Steinberg [S t ,  p .36] proves (by hand) tha t G = L J  Ug.w.Tg.Ug .
wcWG
Since J  (= 0n) is  a permutation matrix we can replace Ug by UgJ , 
a lso  JG  = G and therefore
G - U  (OUgJ).w. T U - U  U^.w .Tg .Ug.
« “G " tUG
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1.1c
I t  1s c le a r  that K[UG] and K[U^] are polynomial rings over K 
f re e ly  generated by the ( 2) coordinate functions (c^v : 1 < u < v < n) 
and i c l  : 1 £  v < u <_ nl re sp ective ly , where c^v and cjjv denote the 
image of cyv e K+[G] 1n K[UG] and K[U^1 re sp ective ly . Also K[TGJ 
is  a polynomial ring over K free ly  generated by { c j y : yen} , where 
c uu ^ma9e c uv  e ^[TG] . C learly  K[TG] has a basis
o f monomials:
( « { , ' ’ ‘ c22> 2
where V X 2 ........ xn c Z>?
Denote by A(G) the se t of n-tuples with en tr ie s  from Z>Q and for 
\  = (Xr X2, . . . , X n) e A(G) by xA K the function o f TG given by (1 -Id) 
i e .
l . l e
xX,K^d ia 9 { t r t 2 * ' ' ” t n ^  = *1 fc2 t n »
(where d ia g ( t1 , t 2, . . . , t n) e TG is  the matrix w ith t 1#t2........ t R on the
diagonal from le f t  to r ig h t ) .
J G
We c a l l  elements of A(G) ‘weights' and fo r XeA(G) xx>K e K is 
the 'characte r of weight X '.  C learly  (xx>K : X e A (G)} is  a basis of 
K[Tg] w ith xx K corresponding to the monomial (1 . Id ) .
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1.2 The Big Ce ll and Chevalley 's theorem fo r G
Define the Big Cell fig in  G to be the se t o f elements
1.2a
(u 'tu  : u~eUg , t  e Tg , u e Ug)
Now, fo r g e Gn denote by g ° the matrix obtained from g by deleting 
the n**1 row and column. I f  f  e K+[Gn] is  a polynomial in  the cyv 
(1 £  p,\> £  n-1) we can consider f  as an element o f K+ ] by using 
the obvious inclus ion  K+[Gr _^J d  K+[Gn] , (re c a ll K+[Gn_^] is  free on 
the indeterminates {c yv : 1 £ p , v £ n - U  and K+tGn] on indeterminates 
{c yy : 1 £  m, v £  n J)  . Then, f (g )  = f (g ° )  , remembering that i f  g° 
is  singular we can s t i l l  define f (g ° )  (Remark, p .6 ).  I t  is easy to prove 
that:
1.2b
For u"eUg , w e Wg , t  e Tg and u e Ug then (u "w tu )° = 
n n n n
u 0w °t °u 0 . Also fig = fig
n n-1
We now prove the follow ing important re su lt.
1,2c Proposition
For s e  n define D$ e K+[G$] <£ K+[Gn] to be the determinant o f the
matrix (c ) _ and d„ : = n D„ .'  wv'p.ves^ n Scn s
Then fi~ =
G„
(9 t  G„ | dn(g) t  0) .
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Proof
We prove th is  by induction on n . C learly  the re s u lt  holds i f  n = 1
Assume the re s u lt  is  true fo r n-1 , so that fig = {geG^  ^ |dn .j(g ) +  0}
n-1
Consider u tu e U~ Tg Ug , then by (1.2b) u ° t ° u °  e fig so that 
n n n n-1
dn(u "tu ) = Dn(u "tu )dni  (u 'tu )
■ Dn(t )d n_1<u-°t0u0)
is  non zero, (considering K+[Gn_ j ] C  K+[Gn] )  .
To show these are the only elements of Gn sa t is fy in g  th is  we must 
use (1.1b) which sta tes tha t Gn is  the d is jo in t  union
O  UG .w .Tq .Ug 
weWg n n n
where Wr  is  the group o f permutation matrices.
Notice th a t fir  is  the term with w = 1 e Wfi
Case ( i )
I f  1 t  weWg has a 1 in  the (n ,n )th place, then 1 / w° e Wg
n n-1
and therefore by induction dn_ j(u  0w °t °u 0) =0 so th a t dn_ j(u  wtu) = 0 
by (1.2b) and hence dn(u wtu) = 0 .
Case ( i i )
I f  1 ^ weWg has a zero in  the (n ,n )th place then w° is  s ingu lar
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so tha t Dn_ j(w ° )  = 0 . I t  now follows tha t (u w tu )° = u~0w °t °u 0 is  
s ingu lar so tha t Dn-1 (u’ wtu) = 0 and therefore dn(u"wtu) = 0 .
1.2d Remark
Before proceeding fu rther we make some general remarks concerning 
rings of fractio n s  and re fe r the reader to [A.M.S3] fo r more d e ta ils .
Let R be any commutative ring with id e n tity  and S be a m u ltip li-  
c a t iv e ly  closed subset containing the id e n tity . We define an equivalence 
re la tio n  ~ on R*S as follows:
( r , s )  -v (r-|,s.|) i f f  ( rs 1 - r-jS)s' = 0 fo r some s ' e S .
We denote by r/s the equivalence class o f ( r , s )  and give the set 
R [S_1] o f a l l  these classes a comnutative ring s tructure :
th is  is  not in je c t iv e ,  but i f  every element o f S is  not a zero d iv iso r 
then r / lR = r j/1 R i f f  ( r - r ^ s  - 0 fo r  some s e S , ie .  r- r ] - 0 . 
Thus R can be id e n tif ied  with a subring o f R IS *1] in  th is  case and w< 
w rite  r  fo r r / lR .
structure in  the obvious manner. I f  S is  generated by a single element
Hence, = (geGn : dn(g)  ^ 0} • 
n
ss
There is  a ring homomorphism R -*■ R[S given by r  -*■ r / lR . In general
I f  R is  a K-algebra then R [S-1] in h e rits  from R a K-algebra
s e S we w rite  R[s fo r R[S .
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1,2e Example
Consider the associative  K-algebra K+[Gn] [d n^ ]. Since K+l®nl 
is  an integra l domain ( i t  is  a free polynomial r ing ) i t  can be considered 
as a K-subalgebra o f [Gn] [d "1 ] . Also every element of K+[GnJ [t*” ' ] 
is  of the form q/d" fo r some q t K+(GnJ and non 2er0 tnteger m , 
(though not un iquely).
When no confusion should a r ise  we w rite ii fo r fig and d fo r  dn-
1.2f
We define *:K+[G ][d_1] - Kn as follows:
le t  q e K+[G] and m e Z>Q , then
4>(q/dm) : g q(g)/dm(g) fo r  a l l  g e n .
We must show * is  well defined.
m.
Suppose that q/dm = q^d  fo r some q, q1 e K+[G] and m,m1 e Z>Q 
Then qd”1'  = q ^ "1 i f f  qlgld” 1 (g ) = q, (g )dra(g) fo r  a l l  g t i  i f f
q (g)dm,(g) ■ q1(g)dm(g ) for a l l  g e l l  (s ince, i f  g ( a  then
m m.
dm(g ) * d ' (g ) = 0) i f  f  q(g)/dm(g) « q1 (g)/d (g) fo r a l l  g e t i  ie .
*(q/dm) = *(q 1/d"'1) .  Thus, * is  well defined and we have also shown i t  is
in je c t iv e .  C learly  i t  is  a K-algebra morphism, so henceforth we iden tify
I^G Jld ’ 1] with i t s  image under * in  K° .
1.2g
We now consider functions on the product UgxTgxUg . I t  is  a standard
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procedure to show that the K-algebra A = K[Ug] 8 K[Tg] Cl K[Ug] can be
uG*TG*UGid en tif ied  w ith  a K-subalgebra of K via the map which takes
f  ^ 8 f 2 8 f^ e A to the function mapping (u " , t ,u )  to f j ( u  J f g i t J f j f u )  
For a proof tha t th is  is  a well defined in je c t iv e  K-algebra morphism see 
for example [H, §2.4]. We id en tify  A with its  image in  
U^»t0«Ug
Now, w rite  6(6^) fo r  the element (18dy81) e A , where dy eK[Tg] 
is  the re s tr ic t io n  of d e K+[G] to Tg ( in  fa c t dy = X (n>n_ ^  ,1),K^ *
UG*TG*^GThen, since we consider A as a K-subalgebra of K , i t  is  easy
to show th a t A[6~*] can be id en tif ied  with a K-subalgebra of
UpxTpxUp _ _I
K v ia  the map which takes q/6 e A[6 ] to the function mapping
(u " , t ,u )  to q (u ",t ,u )/6 m(u " , t ,u )  . Henceforth we id e n tify  A[6 with
ur xTGxUri ts  image in  K . Also, since A is  an in tegra l domain ( i t  is
isomorphic to a free polynomial r ing ) we can id en tify  i t  with a subalgebra 
o f A (S '’ ] .
1,2h
Define a map * = » Tg < U j »  nG by *n( u ', t ,u )  - u 'tu  .
n n n n
C learly  th is  is  s u r je c t ive . Suppose tha t ♦n(u’ , t ,u )  = ♦n(ui » t j * ui ) » 
then u"tu = u^tjU-| • Hence (u^)” ^u"t = t^u^u  ^ and since the L .H .S . 
is  a lower tr ian gu lar matrix and the R .H .S. is  an upper tr ian gu lar matrix 
we see tha t t  = t j  , u = u  ^ and u = u-j . Thus <i>n is  also in je c t iv e .
We can now prove the follow ing famous theorem:
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1,2 i Theorem (Chevalley)
The map <|>n:Ug x Tg x Ug ■+ nG induces an isomorphism of K-algebras 
n n n n
V M Gnl ld n 'j  *  ] • X[Tg ] a K[Ug ) ) [ * ; ' )
n n n
such th a t $n( l/ d n) = l / 6n .
Proof
1 * UG *TG *^G
Given f  e K+[Gn] [d ‘ ' ]  we define *n( f )  e K n to be the
composition fo<j>n » then <f>n( f ) (u  , t ,u )  = f(u  tu) .
We must f i r s t  show that the image o f <)>n l ie s  in
A - l« '1) ■ ] a K[TC] a K[UG ] ) [ « ■ ']  .
n n n
Now, since 4>n is  c le a r ly  a K-algebra map we need only consider
f  = c (y .vcn ) and f  = l/d „ . yv '  — '  n
( i )  I f  f  * cyv (u .ven) then ♦ „ (% „ ) ( u \ t , u )  « cyv (u ‘ tu)
= E cU (u” )cT ( t ) c U (u ) . Hence,
pen up ' p p '  ' p v '
♦*(c ) = E cU a CT a CU e A i« ’ 1] .rr p v ' pen pp pp pv n ' n
(11) I f  f  * l/d n then ♦ *(l/dn) ( u ' , t , u )  - l/dn(u 'tu )  - 1 /d „(t) .
Hence ♦*(l/dfl) .  1/1 I  d j I  I ■ l/ s n .
I t  fo llows th a t ♦*(Kt [Gn] [ d " ' ) ) c  Anla "1) .
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*  *
Now <i>n is  s u r je c t ive , so that 4>n is  in je c t ive  since i f  <|>n( f )  * 0
then <|>*(f ) (u ~ ,t ,u )  = f(u~ tu) ■ 0 fo r a l l  u tu e iig ie .  f  = 0 . 
n n
To prove the theorem i t  remains to show that $n is  su rje c tive .
We proceed by induction on n . I f  n = 1 then G^  = Tg  ^ and
K[Gjj = [d ^ ]  is  ce rta in ly  isomorphic v ia  4^  to (lflK [Tgj f t l ) [6^ ]
Suppose tha t the theorem is  true fo r n-1 . Now, as remarked above, we
can consider K+[Gn_^J as a K-subalgebra of K+[GnJ • We then have an
Inclus ion  i : K+[Gn_ , ) [ d ^ , l  * K t [Gn) [d ‘ ’ l such that i ( c uv) ■ cpv
(u ,v  e n-1) and 1 (l/d  -j) = Dn/dn • C learly  we can a lso  consider
K[Ug ] , K[Tg ] and K[Ug ] as K-subalgebras o f K[U^ ] ,  K[Tg ]
n- 1  n- 1  n- 1  n n
and K[Ug ] re sp ective ly . Thus we obtain an inclusion 
n _
i  ■ V l 1'«-!1 * V O  such that J(C  • 1 * ‘ c“u * 1 ® ’ •
JO » cjv a l) - 1 * cjv a l , JO a l a e“v) - i a i i c “( (u.vcnO)
and J ( l / « n. , )  » (1 a X ( l i , ........, ) «  l )/ « n ■ Now, i t  is  easy to see that
0  - J**., : K. l G„ - l l ld n-l) * AnISn 'l • B*  , "duct,on C l  1s an 1s°-
morphism and i t  then follows that c|Jv a 1 8 1 (y ,v e n - l) , H  1 
(X c A(Gn) : xn * 0) and 1 fi 1 fi c^v (u ,vcn - l) are a l l  in  the image of 
<t>* . Further, since 4>ni( l/ d n_-,) = (1 a X( 1 , 1 , . . . , 1 )® 1^ 6n then
1 « x(0 ,0 ,..0,1)® ' -  ( ’ • ‘ (1.1...,1)» ' ) 2 ‘ n-2/ s n is  1n the *“ *  of ‘ n 
Hence every 1 B xx ® 1 (X e A(Gn) )  is  in  th is image.
I t  remains to show that y 8 1 a 1 (ven) and 1 a 1 l c ^ n (uen) 
*








but c“ p = 0 when p > 1 and = 1 . Thus, we can rew rite
M e ,  ) as 1 8 c l ,  8 c "  and since there ex ists  a X c A(G ) such n in i i in n
that
(1  a xA » l/ « n) (u ' , t , u )  - c ^ i t ) - 1
we see tha t 1 a 1 a c^n is  in  the image of 4>n .
S im ila r ly
and since c^  S a c^ 
there e x is t  a X e A(G )
8 ‘ Ì ,  8 ‘ fn  + 1 8 « ¡ 1  8 c 2n
is  now shown to be in  the image of 
such that
and
[ l i x , <  v « n) (u ' . t , u )  - 4 2 ( t )- ’
we see tha t 1 8 1 8  Cgn is  also in  the image.
Proceeding in th is  way we can show that 1 8 1 8  cpn is  in  the image of 
<j>* fo r a l l  y e n_ and by a s im ila r method c|{v 8 1 8  1 (ven) are also 
in  the image.
This completes the proof.
1,2 j Coro llary to the proof o f (1 .2 i)
Le t K = Q and define Z+[Gq] to be the subring o f Q+[Gq] Z-spanned 
by monomials in  the coordinate functions cyv (u.ven) and Z[UG^ ]  , 
Z [tG( Q)] and Z[UG(Q )] to be the images of Z+[GQ] under the respective
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re s tr ic t io n  maps. Then
♦ * (V G„1> ■ <zl%Q)l 8 ZITG(Q)i 8 ZWoiQ)))“ ' ' )  •
Proof
Le t K = Q in  (1 .2 i )  and observe tha t the proof works over Z .
1,2k Remark
The proof o f (1 .21) d if fe rs  from Cheva lley 's  o rig in a l proof in  so 
fa r  as our approach uses p recise knowledge of the two K-algebras involved 
rather than the actions o f generating elements of the group on ce rta in  
modules. Of course i t  is  not surprising tha t we can do th is  fo r the 
r e la t iv e ly  stra ightforw ard group G , but we sha ll a lso  use th is  approach 
on the odd orthogonal group in  the next section . These proofs underline our 
approach, that is  we are defin ing  our groups as the zeros o f a se t o f poly­
nomials rather than groups generated by ce rta in  matrices.
1.3 The Big Cell and Cheva lley 's  theorem fo r 02A+1
Henceforth unless stated otherwise we sh a ll assume that the ch a ra c te r is t ic  
o f K is  not 2 . The reason behind th is  re s tr ic t io n  is  explained in  Remark 
(1 .3 h ).
We define the fo llow ing  subgroups of the odd orthogonal group r = rn(K) 
(n-2 1 +1 , t>0 ) :
Tr  : * V  • ur  : - V
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and the subset fir : = fig^r , (the Big C e ll) .
1,3a Lemma
The subset fip is  equal to
( i )  tger|d r (g ) / 0 } where dr e K [r] is  the re s tr ic t io n  of 
d e K+[G] to T ,
( i i )  u ;Tr ur  .
Proof
Since fig = (g e G|d(g)  ^ 0} (1 .2c) then ( i )  is  immediate. To prove
( i i )  we introduce an automorphism o:G G defined by o (g ) = J ( g t ) ^J .
I t  is  not hard to show that o preserves Ug • tg and Ug and that for
geG , o (g ) = g i f  and only i f  ger (0.4b). Thus, r  is  the se t of fixed
points o f a  . Now, fig = Ug TgUg so suppose that g = u"tue f ig  a  r then
o(g) = o (u ")o (t )o (u )  = g . But we have shown tha t every element of fig 
has a unique expression as a product of elements from Ug , Tg and Ug 
(1 .2h ). Hence o(u‘ ) = u" , o ( t )  = t  and o(u) = u so that u~ e u’  , 
t  e Tp and u e Uf . Thus fip c  Tp Uf and the reverse inclusion is 
obvious.
We investigate  the elements o f Up : 
Le t * be the (n*n) matrix:
A D B A,C are upper trian gu la r matrices
0 1 E B i s a *XJI matrix
0 0 C D i s a 1*1 ma t r i  x
E is  a 1 * 1 matrix.
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Then * e ur i f  and only i f * « J  ie . n n
A t 0 0 0 0 J £ A D B 0 0
Dl l 0 0 1 0 0 1 E * 0 1 0
Bl Efc Ct J t  0 0 o o r> 0 0
Expanding th is  we obtain the follow ing re la tion s :
1,3b
(R l)  A ^ C  ■ J ,
(R2) E *  D ^ C  - 0
(R3) Bl J tC + El E + c ‘ j tB * 0
(R4) Cl J tA .  J ,
(R5) C ^ D . E 1  - 0 .
I t  is  c lea r th a t ( R l ) is  equivalent to (R4) and (R2) to (R5 ). Thus 
( R l ) ,  (R2) and (R3) are necessary and s u ff ic ie n t  conditions for * to belong 
to r . Now, i f  we choose A a rb it r a r i ly  (upper tr ian gu lar unipotent) we 
then determine C by ( R l ) .  Further, i f  we choose D a rb it r a r i ly  we determine 
E by (R2 ). We must now check tha t (R3) does not in te rfere  with our freedom 
to choose A and D a r b it r a r i ly  and see to what extent we are free  to choose 
B :
Let F ■  < V u . v . £  = " V  * " d "  "  ( \ v > U, v « i  '  E ‘ E • The"  (" 3)
can be rew ritten  as:
(R3)1 F ♦ F l  - -H
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giving f yv + f yp = -hyv (p .v e l)  .
Hence, each (ue£) is  determined by A and D and i f  \
f  (u<v) a r b i t r a r i ly ,  A and D determine each f  (u>\>) ,JJV '  '
is  no re la t io n  between A and D .
t - 1 tNow, since B = (by v ) y sttl ■ J t Cfc F we can choose the by ,
a r b i t r a r i ly ,  the re s t being determined by A and D v ia  C and 
We can now prove:
1,3c Proposition
The follow ing se t o f functions on Up fre e ly  generate
K-algebra K[Ur) :
1.3d
<‘ !!v : (w .v ) < R ,}
where cy  ^ e K[Ur ] is  the re s tr ic t io n  of cyv e K+[G] to Up 
= { ( y ,v )  e nxn : 1 < _v  < t  , u+1 £ v <  2 t+ l-u)
We can represent these elements on a schematic matrix (*• =
1  *  *  1 *  ■ *  *
1  *  ¡ *  ! *
1  '• *  •










The functions (1.3d) a l l  H e  in  K[Ur J , since 1t 1s ce rta in ly  
generated by the se t of functions
1.3e
Ur
{c  : 1 < y < v < n) . yv -  —
The ca lcu la tion s  above on ♦ show that i f  a rb itra ry  values in K 
are assigned to each o f the functions in  (1.3d) then there is  a uniquely 
defined element o f Up on which they take these values. This shows that 
the functions (1.3d) are a lg eb ra ica lly  independent and that every function 
in  (1 .3e) is  a polynomial over K in  them. This completes the proof.
We can also prove in  a s im ila r way:
1,3f Proposition
The follow ing set of *2 functions on Up fre e ly  generate the 
K-algebra K[Up] :
K 3 a
(u .v ) e R;>
where c ^  e K[U~J is  the re s tr ic t io n  of cyv e K+[G] to Up and 
R* = t ( y , v )  e n^n : 1 <_v < l  , v+1  < y ±  2 t+l-v)
1,3h Remark
Recall that above we had the re la tio n (R3)' -H which
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y ie ld s  2f = -h (pen) . I f  the ch a ra c te r is t ic  o f K is  2 th is 
J  mm pp  ' —
implies th a t a l l  of the en tries in  E are zero. Then (R2) implies that 
D is  determined by A . On the other hand the en tries {b^v : p+v <_ * } can
be chosen a r b i t r a r i ly  ( t  more than before). A ll th is  means that K[Ur J
2 2is  no longer f re e ly  generated by the 9. functions (1.3d) but by the i  
functions
Ur
{c y  ^ : l<y<£, p+l<y<t, t+2 <_v<2 t+2-pl .




I f  K = Q , observe tha t each c ^ u .v e n )  lie s  in  Z [cyv : (p.vJeR^] , 
where Z is  the subring o f Q generated by Z and J . The need to
adjoin J  to Z arises from the re la tio n  2fyji = -h^  (yen) , (c f .  (1 .3 h )).
We now turn our a tten tion  to Tr . I t  is  read ily  seen that a diagonal 
matrix d ia g {t ] , t 2 >. . . , t n> l ie s  in  r i f  and only i f  t ^ t ^ ^  = 1 (yen) . 
Thus t-j , t 2, . . .  , t A can be chosen a r b it r a r i ly  non zero and t | +1 = 1 . I t  
follows th a t K[Tr ] has a basis o f monomials
U i
Tp a ,  T Ciy Ip o a
(c l j )  (c2,2 ^  c^ t+l,»+l^
1 p
where a^ ,a 2 f . . . , a £ e Z , a fc+^ e {0 ,l}  and c ^  e K[Tj,J denotes the
re s tr ic t io n  of cyJj e K+[G] to Tp .
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Denote by A (r )  the se t o f *.+1-tuples a  = (c^ ,<»2, . . .  ,a Jl+1) such 
th a t a.j .cig,. . .  e Z and e {0 ,1 } . As with Tg we can define
the character K o f r  given by (1 .3 j) .  Thus
1 .3k
xo.K<d1*9(tl>t2....‘I-1-*!’
where c = ±1 .
. t , '>  ■ t / t .“ l “ 2
We c a ll  elements of A (r )  'weights' and x£ K (a eA (r )) a 'character 
o f weight a ' .  C learly  K[Tp] has a basis (x£ K -a  e A (r )}  .
Following (1 .2 f)  and (1 .2g) we can id e n tify  the K-algebras K lrH d "1]
firand Ap * K[Up] 8 K[Tr J 8 K[Ur ] with K-subalgebras o f K and 
U’ xT »U
K re sp ec t iv e ly . Notice however th a t K [r] is  no longer an
in teg ra l domain. A lso, the counterpart o f 6 , 6r : = (1 8 dy 8 1) e Af 
is  in ve rt ib le  s ince the re s tr ic t io n  dy o f d e K+[G] to Tr is  the
character xr (n _ 1 > n . 3 ........ 0) which has Inverse x [ , . „ >3_n.........0) i "  \  ■
Thus Ar [ s ' ’ ] = Ar .
We also have the analogue o f (1 .2h):
1 .31
The map ♦I>:U" * Tr * Up - or defined by ♦r (u’ , t ,u )  - u’ tu is  a 
b i je c tion .
We can now prove Cheva lley 's  theorem fo r r  .
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1,3m Theorem (Chevalley)
The map 4>r :U~ * Tf * Up ftp Induces an isomorphism of K-algebras: 
♦ * : K I r ][dj:'j *  Ktuf] a K[Tr ] a Klu,.] .
Proof
i * ur*Tr*urGiven f  e K [r] [ d” 1 ] we define ♦r ( f ) e  K to be the composition
fo<|>r , then -|>*(f ) (u ~ , t ,u )  = f  j j “ tu) .
As in  the proof o f (1 .2 i) <J>* is  an in je c t ive  K-algebra morphism 
into Ar . We have only to show tha t <t-r is  s u r je c t ive .
Take any element a e Aj, , then there ex ists an element 
a e ( K[U^J a K[Tg] fi K[Ug] ) [ 6_1] such th a t a re s tr ic te d  to U* » Tf * Up 
is p re c ise ly  a , (o f  course a is  not uniquely determined by a ) .  By 
(1.21) there ex is ts  q e K +[G] and me Z>Q such tha t ♦ (q/dm) = a ie .
q (u "tu )
dm(u~tu)
a (u " , t ,u )
fo r a l l  (u , t ,u )  e UG * tg * UG .
This equation holds in  p a rticu la r fo r a l l  (u , t ,u )  e Uf * Tf x Uf and 
i t  follows that
• a
where q e K [r] is  the re s tr ic t io n  o f q e K+[G] to r .
This completes the proof.
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1,3n Coro llary to the proof o f (1.3m) and (1.2J ) .
Let K ■ Q and define Z[rp) . zCu7 (q ) 3 • ZCTr(Q ) 1 and ZCUr(Q )- 1
to be the images o f Z+[Gp] under the respective  re s tr ic t io n  maps.
Then
♦•(ZLI-QKd^l) • zcu;(Q)] » Z[Tr (Q ) ] a zw r(p)j •
Proof
Let K - Q in  (1.3m) and observe the proof works over Z .
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§2. The kernel o f ^  : K ^ G I -» K [r ]
2.1 Pre lim inaries
In  th is  chapter we sh a ll find  a generating set fo r the kernel o f the 
re s tr ic t io n  map »K:K+COI -> M r ] as an ideal o f K+[G ] . However, our 
f i r s t  move sh a ll be to compute the kernel o f the re s tr ic t io n  map
2 . 1 a
¿ ¡ f - ^ i M V  a m t g i  a m u g i  *  Mu"r i  a KiTr j a M Ur i
where -U’ xTvU ,  i f  *K *K a v j a yJJ and
is re s tr ic t io n M - V -  K[U’ ]  ,
’ ¡t is re s tr ic t io n m t g i
K[Tr l  and
is re s tr ic t io n m u g : - K[Up] .
We have:
ker a ki tg ] a K[UG] +
J  a K[UG] ♦ K[U^ 1  a K[TG 1 a ker vuK •
2 . 1 b
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Hence i t  is  enough to consider the kernels of
separate ly , th is sha ll be done in  (2 .2 ) and (2 .3 ). We sha ll then use 
the isomorphisms given by Chevalley 's theorem (1.21, 1.3m) to achieve our 
aim. Before we commence, a d e fin it io n :
2.1c D e fin ition
For any subgroup G of G and a ,B  c n we define the following 
elements o f K[G] :
where fo r  ven v: = n+l-v and 6 -?a , B 0 a/B
Notice that i f  C an (n*n) m atrix, then
2 . le
2.2 The kernel o f 4^ : KCU^l -» KfUp]
2.2a Proposition
The kernel o f the re s tr ic t io n  map
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: K[Ug ] - K[Ur ]
is  generated as an ideal o f KCUg] by the set o f elements
a.ßefi
and also by the elements
a )
a.ßefl , ß > a }
Proof
Consider the matrix CU = (cU )'  p v 'y .ve jl
By (2 . Id ) FU„ (a ,Sen ) is  the ( a , e ) th co e ff ic ie n t o f the matrixctp —
(CU) t J  CU - J  . Let F be the ideal o f K[Ur ] generated by a l l  these ' '  n n o
elements. Then, since CU is  an upper trian gu lar uni potent m atrix, i t  is
not d i f f i c u l t  to see th a t F is  a lso  generated by the set of elements (2 .2b ),
(these are the en tries o f (CU) t J nCU - J R below the diagonal which runs from
the top r ig h t hand to bottom le f t  hand co rners). Now, since fo r any g e Up ,
q tj g - J  is  a zero m atrix i t  is  c le a r  that F is  contained in  the kernel 
3 nJ  n
of tjJrKCUg] - K[Ur 3 .
Denote by c^v (u .ven ) the image o f c|Jv in  K[UG]/F and le t  Z
be the matrix (c ) . Then Z  is  an upper tr ian gu la r uni potent matrix'  jjv'u»veri
and Cl J  C - J  ;  0 . I t  follows th a t 1f we submit t  to the process n n
described in  ( S i . 3) we sh a ll show, as 1n the proof o f (1 .3 c ),  tha t every
c o e ff ic ie n t c can be expressed as a polynomial in  the elementsyv
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{c yv : (u .v )  e R£} , (though these elements do not n ecessarily  f re e ly
generate K[UG]/ F ).  I t  fo llow s immediately tha t
KCUg] - K[cJ[u : (u .v )  t  « , ]  ♦ F . . . .  (1)
But we also have that
K[Ug 3 - KDcMv : ( i i ,v )  e R£ ] ® ker . . . .  (2)
the sum being d ire c t  since t 4'|((CyV' : (v»v ) e fre e ly  generate the
K-algebra y]J(K[UG]) = K[Ur ] , (1 .3 c ).
Now, le t  z  e ker , then using (1 ) we have z = x+y with
x e K[c[Jv : ( m , v ) e R£] and y e F . But F c  ker vjj , thus 
x c Ker K[cjjv : (u ,v ) e R£] = (0 ) by (2 ) ,  and therefore z e F .
This proves tha t the se t o f elements (2.2b) generates ker 4^  .
To show that the se t o f elements (2 .2 c ) a lso  generates the kernel 
we submit the lower tr ian gu la r unipotent m atrix (CU) t  to a process s im ila r  
to that fo r upper tr ian gu la r unipotent m atrices in  ( s i . 3 ) ,  and thereby show 
that
K[Ug ] - Krc“ jU : (n .v ) e «¡1  + H
where H Is  the ideal o f K[Ug] generated by the elements (2 .2 c ).  Now, 
i t  is  easy to see that (v ,u )  e R£ i f f  (u .v ) e R£ . Hence
K[Ug3 ■ K[cjjv : (w ,v ) c R£] + H
and since fo r g e UG , g * Jng = J n I f f  9*^9* = then H c  ker '•'k
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and the re s t o f the proof follows as before.
In a s im ila r  way we can prove:
2.2d Proposi tion
The kernel o f the re s tr ic t io n  map 
: KCUg] - K[U~]
is  generated as an ideal o f K[Ug] by the se t of elements
2 .2e
{FU : a , Sen , B > a) ap —
and also by the se t o f elements
2 . 2 f
{H^„ : a,Ben , 6 < a)
aB
2 .3 The kernel o f 4^ : K[TC] -» K[Tr ]
We have shown in  (1 .1c) th a t K[Tg] is  f re e ly  generated as a K-algebra 
by the elements { c ^  : pen} > and in  (1 .3 j)  tha t KfTj,] is  the K-algebra
K(Xr X2 .......... Xr At +1
where X
V
y I ( c T ) and X  ^K' ini' u yI ( c- -) (u c l+ U  • Thus
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I t  follows tha t the kernel o f yJ  is  therefore generated as an 
ideal o f KCTq ] by the elements
2.3b
CT c l-  - li/rT n (wen)
uu up k l i g j
But HT-  = FT-  = cT C7 - - L r y  !  (Me£) •
pp  pu pp  up k l ,g j
Hence, we have 
2.3c Proposition
The kernel o f the re s tr ic t io n  map
»K : « V  *  « V
is  generated as an ideal o f K[Tg] by the se t o f elements
{H^— = F^— : aen , 0 > a }aa act — ~
Now, by (2.1b) propositions (2 .2a ,d ) and (2 .3c) give generating elements 
o f the kernel o f as an ideal o f K[Uq ] fi K[Tg] 8 K[Uq ]
2.4 The kernel o f : K ,[ G][d~^ 1 - K m td ' 1 T
We prove a general lemma concerning rings o f fractio n s .
2.4a Lemma
Let R and Rj be commutative rings w ith id e n tity  and f :R  -*■ Rj be 
an epimorphism of r ings . Let S be a m u lt ip lic a t iv e ly  closed subset o f R
containing the id e n t ity  then
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0 -  (ker f  > [S ' 1 ] - R [S " ’ ] T*  R ^ f l S ) ' 1) -  0 
i s  exact, where fo r  r  e R , s e S
T ( r / s ) ■ f ( r ) / f ( s )  e R , [ f ( S ) ' 1J .
Proof
We must f i r s t  check th a t T  : R[S~^] -*• R [ f (S )  is  well defined.
Suppose that r/s = r '/ s '  in  R[S , then ( r s '- r ' s ) s "  = 0 in  R for 
some s "  e S . Thus ( f ( r ) f ( s *  )- f (r *  ) f ( s ) ) f ( s  * *) = 0  in  R^  so th a t 
f ( r ) / f ( s )  * f ( r ' ) / f ( s ' )  in  R , [ f ( S ) ' 1] g iv ing T (r/ s )  - T ( r V s 1) , which 
shows that T  is  w ell defined as required.
Now, since f  is  an epimorphism i t  fo llow s th a t T  is  a lso . I t  
therefore remains to show tha t ker T  = (ker f ) [S ]^ = {r/s : reker f ,  seS} . 
Suppose that 7 ( r / s )  = 0 then f ( r ) / f ( s )  is  zero in  R-|[f(S) so that 
there is  some s ' e S with f ( r ) f ( s ' )  = f ( r s ' )  = 0  in  R^  . Then r s 'e  ker f  
and r/s = r s '/ s s ' e (ker f ) [ S '^ ]  as required.
We can now construct the follow ing coirmutative diagram:
_U"*T*U
(ker ij* >,T><U) [a ' 1 ] *  AK( s " ’ ] Ar (K ) [<r
u  *  t i
♦k
wn
* r (K )
-  k+[G ][d -1] K ^ k [ r ] [d ‘ ' ]
+ + +
J K -  M G ]
f K _ K [rj
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where AK « K[U£] ft K[Tg] fi K[Ug]
Ar(|() - K[Up] i  K[Tp] Q K[Up]
J K = kernel o f : K+[G] K [r]
and d e K+[G] , 6 e A^ are the elements described in  (1 .2 c,g ) and
d„ e K [r ] , 6r e Ar ,„x th e ir  counterparts with respect to r (K ) . R eca ll r i 1 1 *;
Ar (K ) l * r '  * Ar (K )■ (1 ' 3, p ' 32)'
io U’xT*UThe f i r s t  and second horizontal rows are exact by (2 .4 a ), i'K 
and being the natural maps induced by 4^  *T*U and resp ec tive ly .
The upper row of v e r t ic a l isomorphisms a r is e  from C heva lley 's  theorem (1.21) 
and ( 1 . 3m) and the bottom row of v e r t ic a l maps are a l l  monomorphisms s ince 
K+[G] is  an integra l domain (1.2e) and:
2.4c Lenina
The element dr e K [r ]  is  not a zero d iv iso r , therefore K[r] can be 
id e n tif ie d  with a K-subalgebra of K ^ H d ” 1] , (1 .2d ).
Proof
See appendix A.
2.4d D e fin it ion
Le t I K be the ideal o f K+[G] generated, as an id ea l, by the se t of
<FGa 6 a ,8  e  n)
elements
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Define BK to be the K-algebra K+[G ]/ IK , then we have a s .e .s .
2.4e
where e:K+[G] -*-*■ BK is the natural map.
By applying (2.4a) we a lso  have the s .e .s .
2.4f
I K[d_1 J Kt [O J[d '’ ] e~  BK[d‘ ' ]
where dg: = 0 (d ) e B  ^ .
C le a rly  ¡ K c  J K = k e r fK : K+[G] -► K [r] . Hence y d ' 11 C. J K[d_1) ,
but in  fa c t  we have:
2.4q Proposition
The idea ls  I ^ d '1] and . y d ' 1] of K+[G ][d-1J are equal.
Proof
I t  is  enough to show e q u a lity  of the ideals *K( I K [ d _ 1 1 > a"d
4, * ( JKld-1] )  in  AKl«-’ l .
By (2 .4 b ). ♦ *(J|t[d "1 ) )  - (ker ” T“U) l « _1]| and by ( 2 . 1 b ), ( 2 . 2a ,d )
and (2 .3c) the follow ing elements of AKd  AK[<5 1']  generate i t  as an ideal
of Ak[«_1] :
FU 8 1 a 1 a ,0  e n 0 > a
a0
1 S FT-  S 1 a  e n a > a
act
l  a l a hu„ o . b t  nOP
0 > a
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Let X = { (a ,@ ) : a,3 e n 6 > « )  and to ta l ly  order i t  lex ico g rap h ica lly  
so tha t ( a ' , 3’ ) < ( a , 6) i f f  o '  < a or a ' = a and 3' < 6 •
Now, fo r ( a , 3) e X define  I ( a , 3) to be the ideal o f AK[ 6-1] 
generated by the elements
♦ X v »  •
with ( o ' , S ' )  e S and ( a ' , 3 ')  ±  ( “ »8 )
Claim
For any ( « . 8 )  e x , I ( a , 3) is  the ideal o f AK[ 6~1 ] generated by 
the elements
FU" , 1 1 1 1 ,  1 8  FT . . .  8 1 ,  1 8 1 8  h“ , .a 3 a 3 a p
for  a l l  ( o \ B ' ) c X ,  ( o \ 8 ' )  < ( a ,9) . (note t lw t F^. 0. * 0 unless
o' = S ' and f“ ,-, = 0 - h“,-, ) .
Proof of Claim
Let ( a ,3) e X , then
( 1)
p,h,keri
.U‘ U 'a  T c T 9 r U CU 
uhci k " chhckk " chuckB
Now, since ■ 0 i f  w >  v  , the sum can be taken over a l l  h,k e  n_
with h <_ a  a nd k  <_ 3 .




< C  » « M * CU cu cha kg ) + 6 — (18 F — 8 1 )
Note tha t since 8 _> a  the conditions h <_ a , k <_ 8 imply 
1T> b  > a > h . Thus the terms Fdk have (h ,k ) e X and (h ,k ) <. (a , 8 ) 
in  our ordering. We show th is  is  p re c ise ly  $K(F® ) .




■U c”  'yh wk • ‘ I / k k » « 6- £ sh . ï ( ,a chhc h<o 
k<8
Now 6  ^ = 0 unless h = IT , but then a = h and k = 6 since
It > B > a  > h . Thus the second sum is  6a g(l ^ cI aCaa S 1 ) and th is  
shows that 4>K(Fae ) equals ( i i ) .
S im ila r ly ,  i t  can be shown th a t fo r (a , 8 ) e X
« " >  ■ h£a (c«hc ek 1
k<8
“  Huh t ) * « .5(1 » F i r « ' )
We can now prove the cla im  by induction on (o ,6 ) e X . F ix  (a , 8 ) e X 
and denote by (“ 0 »3Q) the element o f X next below (a ,6 ) in  our ordering. 
Assume the claim  is true fo r I ( a 0 , 60) then by the id e n tit ie s  ( i i )  and ( i i i )  
we have, modulo I ( a0 »30 ) »
fu a cT cT a i ♦ e -il a ft- a l )
aB a a  66 <*6 ' aa
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and
♦*(HG I = H c T t ! . l H U, i l r ( l l F - l l  ) .Kv aB aa BB «6 aB v aa '
Fu fi 1 a 1 and 1 a 1 a Hun 1n the case B > aaB aB
(usin g  the fa c t tha t (1 a Ca0cB8 a 1)  ^ c AK [6 ^  and by
Hence the claim is  true fo r (a ,B ) .  I t  remains only to s ta rt the 
induction . Let (a ,B ) = (1 ,1 ) , the minimal element o f X , then
M Fn> > n > tt H
U
11
and since (1 a cT lcTl ® E AK[ 6_1] the Proof of the claim  is complete.
Now, set (a ,B ) = ( n , l )  , the maximal element of X . Then
* -l * ~1I ( n , l ) c. <>K(IKld ] )  by d e fin it io n  and by the claim I ( n , l )  = <*>K( J K[d ] )
s in ce  they are both generated as id ea ls  by the same elements o f A ^C  A^[6
S ince  we already have I K[d "^ ]c . J K[d i t  follows that
♦K(iKid' ' ] )  = ♦*(JK« r , )>
proving the theorem.
We have the follow ing important co ro lla ry .
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2.4h Corollary
There is an isomorphism of K-algebras
♦ : BK[d'B’] K[r] [d;1 ] 
such th a t for x e K+[G] , m e Z >_ o
*  <8 (x )/<£) = .
Proof
Using (2 .4 b ,f,g ) we have the fo llow ing  commutative diagram:
I K[ d ' ' ]  ->K+[G l[d ‘ ' ]  - i— ■~ B K[d‘ ' ]
id id  : q
*  ♦ f a  *
J K[d_1] -*• K+[G] [d“ 1] K [r ]  Id“ 1] .
Hence, there must be an isomorphism 4- between BK[d ^ ]  and K [r ]  [dp^] 
given by
♦(0(x)/d£) = f K(x)/d™ 
for a l l  x e K+[G] , me Z>Q 
2.5 The K-algebra BK
The aim of th is  section is  to show that BK is  a reduced algebra, that 
is  i t s  n ilra d ic a l,  which is  the ideal o f BK consisting of a l l  n ilpoten t 
elements, is zero. We already have:
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2.5a Proposition
The K-algebra bK[d^' ) is  reduced.
Proof
By (2.4h) and the id e n tif ic a tio n  o f ( S I . 3 ), BK(d " ' ]  is isomorphic to
. Op
a subalyebra of the algebra o f functions K . S ince K c e r ta in ly  
conta ins no non zero n ilpotent elements, the n ilra d ic a l of B^[dg ] is  
zero . I t  is therefore a reduced algebra as required.
We need to show tha t BK has a Hopf algebra struc tu re , to th is  end we 
prove:
2.5b Lemma
I. is a co ideal o f K [G] so tha t in h e r its  a coalgebra structure 
from K+[G] .
Proof
Recall that in  (0 .2a) we gave K+[G] a coalgebra structure w ith 
com u ltip lication
a :K+[ü ] - K+[G] fi K +[G]
such th a t a (c ) = E c S c  (u .ven) and coun it e:K  [G] -*■ K , 
wv pen pp pv 
eva lu a tio n  at the id e n tity  o f G .
By d e fin it io n , I K is  a co ideal i f
a ( i K) c  k+(G] a I K ♦ I K a k +[G]
e ( I K) « 0 . [Sw, p .18.]and
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Now, for any a , 6 e n i t  is  c le a r  that
f> g > ■ 0 - O  V
and i t  is  not hard to show that
:G ) = i  f g a c  c 0 + ( i  » f GJ_ uv pa \>B 
P » v e £
' aB
f i m) = z c  c .  a hg + (HG„ « 1 )
o 6 ; otp Bv pvp »veil
aB
S in ce  these elements generate I K as an ideal o f K+[G] and 
a (x y )  = A (x )A (y ) * e ( xy )  = e (x )e (y )  fo r  a l l  x.y  e K+[G] i t  follows that 
I K is  a co ideal. Then BK = K+[G J/ IK can be given a coalgebra structure 
by d e fin in g  com ultip lication  Ag : BK -► BK a BK by
V x* ' k > ■ E ( x ( l )  * *K> 8 <x(2) * V
where l ( l |  ■ [ l ( | |  I  l ( I )  ( x c K +[G] )  (using the notation of [Sw ]) .  
and coun it eB : b k K by
eB (x + I K) = e (x ) (x e K+[G ] ) .
This completes the proof.
To show that BK is  a Hopf algebra we now only need a K-algebra 
morphism s B-.B^ B^ , ca lled  an 'an tip o d e ', sa tisfy in g
2.5c
ra|j( 1 B ® SB^AB = mB^SBa i B ^ B  = i BeB
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where mB : BK fl BK -*• B^ is  m u lt ip lic a tio n , lg  : B^ -*• B^ 1 s the id e n tity  
map and i g : K BK is  the natural inclusion .
Define a K-algebra morphism s:K+[G ] -*• K+[G ] by extending multi- 
p l ic a t iv e ly  and lin e a r ly  to a l l  o f K+[G ] .
2.5d
S (cpv> ■ cw  (,,,Ve!i)
s ( l )  = 1
where fo r  yen , ^  = n+l-y and 1  is  the id e n tity  o f K+[G ] .
2 .5e Lemma
We have s ( I K) = I K •
Le t a , 6 e n , then
s (FG„ ) = s ((  E C C— ) - « j . l  ) '  a8 ' l£.n va  WB a.e
<*B
S in ce  I K is  generated as an ideal o f K+[G ] by 
and s2 is  the id e n tity  map i t  follows tha t s ( I K) = 1 « • 
By (2 .5e) we can define a K-algebra morphism 5
>B e n}
5 B : BK - BK
by sB (x+ IK) : = s (x ) ♦ I K (x e K+rG ]) .
For y ,v  e n w rite  c fo r the image o f c e K T G ] in  B„ ,— MV mv + K
then sD(c  ) = c- - . ConsiderB Mv' VM
mB ^ B BsB^AB^ap^  = mB ^ B a sB^{j:^apflS B ^P
= E C C- - .
ap 0p P
This i s  the ( a , l i ) th co e ff ic ie n t  o f the matrix where
Z  = (c  ) „  . Now, HG-  is  the (u ,B ) th co e ff ic ie n t o f CJ Cl - J „  (2 . le )'  Mv'M»vEri aB ' '  n n '  '
there fore  since every H^ — is  in  I,, we have C J C* = J  . Hence aB K n n
mB ^ B  8 SB^AB^aB^ = 6a , B '1B
where l g is  the id en tity  element o f BK
S im ila r ly ,  using the , we can show
mB(s B 8 1B > V « . 0> “  ‘ a .B ^ B  *
F in a l ly ,  = «a6( l  + I K) = 6ag. l B • Hence» (2 .5c) holds and
S B:Bk BK is an ant*Pode-
2.5g Bk is  a Hopf algebra w ith antipode sg : BK -* BK
Le t H be any K-Hopf algebra. By (0.2d) we can give H « Hom^(H,K) 
a K-algebra structure. Denote by GH the K-subalgebra o f H consisting
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of K-algebra morphisms H -*• K . Then is  a group since i f  a e 
then as^ : H K is  an element o f G^  , where s^ : H •* H is  the antipode
o f H , and a .(a s „ )  ■ (asH). a ■ V gh the counit of H which is  the
id e n t ity  of
★
H and hence of Gh . For each a e Gh denote the K-algebra
automorphi sm mH( l H fi a)AH : H H by Pa where mH , and 1 H are the
m u lt ip lic a tio n , com ultip lication  and id e n tity  maps of H re sp ective ly . We 
s ta te  a lemma concerning these automorphisms whose proof can be found in 
[B ,  §4.2].
2.5h Lemma
Let K be an a lg e b ra ica lly  closed f ie ld  and H a K-Hopf algebra 
which is  f in i t e ly  generated and commutative as a K-algebra. Take any x e H , 
such that x is  not in  the n ilra d ic a l o f H , then the ideal of H generated 
by the elements pfl(x ) (aeGH) is  the whole o f H .
We can now prove that BK is  reduced using an argument s im ila r to that 
o f Borel [B ,  §4.6].
2 .5 i Proposition
The K-algebra BK is  reduced.
Proof
Assume f i r s t  that K is  a lg e b ra ica lly  closed , then BK s a t is f ie s  the
hypothesis o f (2.5h) Let N Bk be the n ilra d ic a l o f BK ,, then N
consists  o f a l l  the n il potent elements o f BK . Since BKfdg ' ]  is  reduced
(2 .5 a ) the image of 
idea l generators of
in  th is  algebra must be zero. Let x^  
, then each X../1 e B^ d g 1] is  zero.N Hence, for
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each i e t  there is  some s^  c Z>o such that x^dg “ 0 in  BK .
Let s = max(s^) then N.dg = 0 .
Now, fo r each a c 6g , : BK -> BK is  an automorphism so th a t
Pa (N) = N . Moreover N.dg = 0 im plies N.Y ■ 0 where Y is  the ideal 
of B k generated by pfl(dg) (a e G0) • But since d| i  N (e ls e  the algebra 
B ^ d “ 1 ] = {0 } contrad icting (2 .4h) )  Y = A by (2.5h) and then N = (0 ).
This proves the proposition fo r K a lg e b ra ica lly  closed.
Suppose now that K is any in f in i t e  f ie ld  (whose ch a ra c te r is t ic  is  
not two) and denote by 1< its  a lgeb ra ic  closure. I t  is  easy to see that 
B^ i s  isomorphic as a K-algebra to BK A K R  . I f  x e BK is  n i l  potent 
then x fi 1 is  n il potent and hence zero since is  reduced.
Thus x = 0 in  B^ and we are f in ish ed .
2.6 The kernel of : K ^ G] -> K fr ]
Using the resu lts  o f the previous sections, we have the fo llow ing  
commutative diagram.
j k *  v «
2.6a InCd'1:  - 0Kr d ' ' ]  .  K+[G ][d ‘ ' ]
♦
i K - K+re :
The middle row of maps and id e n t it ie s  come from (2 .4  b ,g ,h ). The top and 
bottom rows of v e r t ic a l maps (excluding i )  are a l l  monomorphisms since 
d e K+rG l and dp e K[ r l  are non zero d iv iso rs  (1 .2 e ),  (2 .4 c ). As always 
we consider them as inclusions where convenient.
F in a l ly ,  i : B K + B..[dg^] is  the natural map b ►> b/1 .
✓ _1 $





We have 4>ie = vK : K+[G ] ■+• K [ r ]  .
Proof
This follows s tra ig h t from the d e fin it io n  o f $ (2 .4h).
Assume K is  a l g e b r a i c a l l y  c lo se d ,  in  (2 .6 c ,d ).
2.6c Lemma
Every K-algebra map a : K+rG ] -* K is  eva luation  at some unique 
g e Mn K , namely g ■ ( a ( cpv) ) y ven . Moreover 9 e rK i f f  F®g(g ) = 0 
fo r  a l l  a ,B  e n .
Proof
I f  we iden tify  K+[G ] with the coordinate ring  of the a lgebra ic  
v a r ie ty  Mn  ^ (Remark, p.6 ) ,  then the N u lleste llensatz  implies th a t a 
is  eva luation  a t some element o f Mn K . F in a lly ,  9 e rK i f f  g * Jg- J = 0 
but the c o e ff ic ie n t o f th is  matrix is  F ^ (g )  and we are fin ished
2.6d Lemma
Let a c Gg , then there is  an element a ' e G ^ .^ : = K - a lg (K [r l,K ) 
such th a t a '4-i = a .
Proof
Le t b . 1 1  !  K-alg(K+[G ],K ) , then b(F^e> - 0 since
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g e kero = 1^  (a ,Sen ) . By (2 .6 c) b Is  eva luation at some unique
g e r K . Let a ' e be eva luation  a t th is  g e rK , then
a'>fK = ao : K+[G ] -» K .
B u t, by (2 .6b ), = $ie and since e is  su r je c t ive
a'<t>i = a : BK -* K ,
as required.
We can now prove
2 .6 e Theorem
Let K be an in f in ite  f ie ld ,  ch a ra c te r is t ic  not two. Then I K = J K .
Proof
I t  is enough to show that i : BK -* B^dg1] is  in je c t iv e , since then 
I K = ker e = ker <j>ie = ker f K = J K by ( 2 .6b ).
Assume f i r s t  tha t K is  a lg e b ra ica lly  closed. Let a e Gg , then 
by ( 2 . 6d) there ex is ts  an a ' e such that a = a ' ,>,i • Then
a(ker 4>i) = a'-i-i(ker * i )  = 0
so th a t ker t . c  ^  ker a . Bu t, since BK is  a f in i t e ly  generated 
acGB
K-algebra by the N u lls te llen sa tz  th is  in tersection  is  the n ilrad ica l o f 
B k . Hence, by (2 .5 i ) ,  ker <t>i = {0 } and i is  therefore in je c t iv e .  This 
proves the theorem in  the case K a lg eb ra ica lly  closed.
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Now, le t  K be any in f in it e  f ie ld  (char K t  2) and denote by 1< 
i t s  algebraic c losure. There ex is ts  a K-algebra monomorphism w:B^ 
given by
was shown above to be in je c t iv e ,  dD is  not a zero d iv iso r . Hence,
H
using w , dg is  not a zero d iv iso r  in  and therefore i  : B^ ► BK
is  in je c t ive  implying that I K = J K .
This completes the proof o f the theorem.
2 .6 f Remark
In the case ch a ra c te r is t ic  o f K equal to zero th is  theorem was 
proved by Weyl [W, Theorem 5 .2c] using c la s s ica l in varian t theory.
2.6g Remark
I t  is  now easy to see tha t K [ r ]  is  a K-Hopf algebra with antipode
where cG^  and cG^  denote the ( y , v ) th co e ff ic ie n t function ingv Viv ' '
K+[Gk ] and K+[G£] respective ly .
Now, w takes dD
Bi•k
Sr : K m  ■» K m  such that ¿ r ( c J v ) - (u.uch) .
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§3. Modular theory
3.1 The K-algebra K 0 ZTrQ1
For any in f in it e  f ie ld  K we have the s .e .s .
3.1a
J K ' " C - W  ’ " - M V
where 4^  is  the re s tr ic t io n  map.
When K = Q , by fu rthe r r e s tr ic t io n ,  we have the s .e .s .
3.1b
Jz inc-  Z+ [Gq ] V  zcrq3
where Z+[Gq ] is  the subring o f Q+[Gpl Z-spanned by monomials in the 
coordinate functions and = J Q n ^+[Gq ]  '
Since ZrTq ] = ( Z+ CGq 3) is  to rsion free as a Z-module i t  is  a f l a t
Z-module, [R , p.54j and therefore i f  N is  any Z-module we have the s .e .s .
3.1c
1 0 v
NezJz 1nc* "‘’z V V  ^  w  ■
In p a rticu la r  we sha ll be in terested  in  the case when N is  an in f in it e  
f i e ld ,  whose ch a ra c te r is t ic  may be non zero, and the re la tion  between (3 .1a)
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and (3 .1 c ) .  We shall prove there is  an isomorphism of K-algebras (when 
charK / 2 )
K e z z n y
1 9 c r(Q>MV MV
This i s  one of the most important app lications of Chevalley 's theorem. 
Borel CB, §4] proves the corresponding re su lt fo r a l l  connected semisimple 
Cheval le y  groups, here our proof is  a co ro lla ry  o f our knowledge o f the 
kernel .
F o r  any in f in ite  f ie ld  K , K+[GK3 is  a free polynomial ring over K 
on the generators : u , ve£> and by d e fin it io n  Z+[Gg] is  a free
polynomial ring over Z on the generators { c : M»ven) . Hence there 
is  a n a tu ra l isomorphism of K-algebras.
3 .Id
K 9Z Z+[Gg ] .  K+[Gk
1 9 cG<«)MV .. CG<K> MV
Henceforth , le t  K be o f c h a r a c t e r i s t i c  no t  two.
L e t  Z* denote the subring o f Q generated by Z and J  , and define 
Z*[Ur ( Q ) ] to be the Z*-subalgebra o f QCU^q j I generated by 
< « »  ; p,vcn } . By (1.31) th is  is  free ly  generated by (c  : (p.vJeR^l
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is  an isomorphism of K-algebras since by the proof o f (1.3c) K[Ur ^Kj ]  
is  f r e e ly  generated by (c y^ ^  : (y ,v )  e in  such a way tha t i f ,  
fo r any y.veji ,
then
r(Q) E X (r) <c.
'r(Q) \ aB
ifi 1 ( x ( r ) e Z * )
cUr<K> - E X (r )  n ( c V ) ) " " 6 (X (r )e K )
uv r  ( a . 6 )cRe “ S
|R. I
where r  = ( r aB) e Z>Q and X (r )  = X ( r ) .1K , (remember we assume 
char K + 2 )  .
S im ila r ly ,  we have an isomorphism o f K-algebras
K 8z.z  [Ur (g ) : r (K )J
r(Q) r{K) (y .ven ) .
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We have an isomorphism of K-algebras
U j L
* 8Z* Z " r « » 1 * KCTr ( M ]
„ vr(K)
'  « Xr(Q) (aeA (r))
where Z [ T ^ q j ] is  defined to be the Z -span o f : a e A (r ) }
★
This la t t e r  set i s  c le a r ly  a basis o f Z [T ^ g ^ l since the characters 
are even lin e a r ly  independent over Q , (1 .3 , p .32 ). Therefore, since
K[Tr ^K) ]  also has a basis o f characters ( x £ ^  : a e A( r )> (3 . 1  g)
fo llow s immediately.
Reca ll that fo r  any K we have an inclusion 
*
K [ r ]  r (K )- K[U~] 0 K[Tp] 0 K[Ur ]
where is  the re s tr ic t io n  to K [r ]  c K [ r ] [ d ’ h  o f the Chevalley
isomorphism (1.3m), (remembering tha t dp r K [ r i  is  a non zero
d iv is o r  (2 .4 c )) .
3. Ih
Le t K = Q , by the proof o f Chevalley 's theorem (1.3m) i t  is  c le a r
th a t
♦ r(Q)(Z trQ]>c  z [Ur(Q)] 0 z [Tr(Q)] 0 1 cur(Q)3
in  such a way tha t i f ,  for p ,ver» ,
4* (Cr <(♦r (Q )'cuv,r.(,Q )) - r x f r ' . v . r )  „ (cU^ 0 ) ) r“ e xr«W .  (,
(a ,0 )c R ~  aB Y ( 8 , a ) c R £r ' .Y .r
then
K ( < i K )) ’  « » ( r ' . r . r )  n xr (K) „  (cur(K) r6<1
r (M  r ' . r . r  (o .flJeR” ' “ 6 ( .V a JcK , •“  ’
where ( r ' . Y . r )  c Z‘ „  * A(r) * z‘ „  . X (r ' ,T,r )  e Z*
and I ( r ' . Y . r )  » A ( r ' ,y .r )  . 1K .
Hence, using (3.1 d ,e ,f ,g ,h )  we have the follow ing diagram
K 8 Z*[rq) 18*r(Qi (KOZ*CU;(0)])0(KOZ*rTr(g)])0(KOZ*CUr(Q)3) 
• j  i
■v ▼
★
« V  * r (K )  * M U ; (|c): 8KCTr ( lc ) ] . « U r (K ) ]
where i * (3 .1e) 9  (3.1g) 0 (3 . I f )  .
*  *
Now, maps i ( l  0 i»r (Q )) and ^ r(K ) have the same ima9e since
<<> 8 ♦ *(Q )) ( '  8 c ! 3  '  <M.vcn) by P . l h ) .  and »*(K)
is  a monomorphism so there ex ists  a K-algebra epimorphism
j  : ’  ♦r(K) 1 °  ( ’  8 *r(Q>)
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We now have the follow ing commutative diagram
0 - KQJZ inc *  « W
'0* K0ZrrQ] -«■ o
j3 J 1 8
0 -  J,’K
inc K [rK] -*• 0
*
where, s ince  i t  is  c le a r tha t K 0 Z [Tq ] is  n a tu ra lly  isomorphic to
K 0 Z [T q ]  , we denote by j  : KQZCrg] K [ r K ;i the com position  o f
I t  i s  now c le a r , from the cummutativity o f the rig h t hand square of 
(3.1j ) ,  th a t B(K 0 J z) S  J K . But in  fa c t we have:
3.1k Theorem
Let K be any in f in it e  f ie ld  not o f ch a ra c te r is t ic  two, then 
B(K 0 J z ) 2  J K and hence j  : K 0 Z[Tq ] -»■ KCrKD is  an isomorphism of 
K-algebras.
R eca ll that for any such K , J K is  generated as an ideal of
contains each (a ,Ben) , hence K 0 J z contains 1 0 F ® ^ ,
’ • H®<Q) (- .*cn ) . NOW 8(1 9 F « « )  ■ 8(1 9 • h£<K>
and i t  fo llow s that b (K 0 J z) a  J K and we are fin ished .
j  : K0Z [T q ]  -*■ K [rK3 w ith th is  isomorphism.
Proof
by the elements {Fl:G(K) hG(K) .nR *aB * aB : a,Ben} (2 .6 e ). C learly  J z = Z+[Gq ] n  J q
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3 .I t  C o ro lla ry
The monomorphism of Z algebras
Z [rn] r(Q) tU'r(Q)]iZ tTr(Q)1SZ [Ur(Q)]
is  s p l i t  as a Z module map.
Proof
By the proof of Cheva lley 's  theorem (1.21, 1.3m) ^r (Q )( Z [Tg l)
a Z*-submodule of the Z module Az* = Z [U ^ q j IQZ CTp^gj 10Z [U ^ g j ]  .
* *
As usual we id en tify  Z [Tg] with i t s  image under •
Now, for ^p(Q) t0  be as a Z module map i t  is  enough to show
that Z*[Tg ] is pure in  Az* , tha t is  i f  f t  Az* , m e Z>g with 
mf e Z * [Tg J then f  e Z [Tg l .
Suppose there is  some f  e Az* w ith mf c Z [Tg] . Choose m minimal 
so th a t mf e Z*[Tg] , then i f  m * 2* (teZ ) , f  c Z [ r Q] so suppose 
m / 2t  fo r any t e Z . Let p t  2 be a prime d iv id ing  m then the 
image o f  mf in A^ under the map
AZ* -  \
a - i ( l  ez.  a)
is  zero i f  charK = p , using (3 .1 i ) .  Now, the kernel o f
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Z *[rQ] + K 9 Z *[rQ]
X ►+ 1 0 * X
z
is  p .Z  [Tg ] since Z CTq D is  free and by (3.1k) K 6 Z [Tg] is
isomorphic as K algebra to K [ r ] c  . Then i(10mf) = j(10mf) « 0
in  K [ r ]  implies mf e p. Z [Tg] . But then m/p.f e Z [Tg] contradicting
the m in im ality o f m s ince  m/p e Z .
This completes the proof.
3.2 Modular reduction
Theorem (3.1k) allow s us to 'reduce modulo p' modules in Mg(r) , 
the category o f f in ite  dimensional polynomial ^-m odules, as fo llow s:
Le t Vq e Mq(r) and vz s Vg be a free Z-submodule o f Vg with
Z-basis iv 1 , v , , . . . , v m} .1 c m Then V  ^ is  ca lled an 'adm issible Z-form' of
» ,  ' f { v l t v _ , . . . , v  } is  1 2  m also a Q basis of Vg and i f ,  for bem , geTg
9-wb '  E Pab<9>vaaem
has pab e ZCrQ] (a.bem) .
Le t K be any in f in i t e  f ie ld  (charK t  2) then the K-space K 0 ^  
has a K-basis (va : = 1 0 va : atm) and we give i t  a KrK module structure 
by defin ing
9-vb = E pab(9 )va (bcm, gcrK)
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w here Pa b = 0 pab^ (a.bem ) .
Thus K 9Z Vz e MK( r )  .
3.2b Remark
I t  is  a consequence o f the isomorphism of (3.1k) that every Tp-module 
in Mq ( D  has an adm issible Z-form, fo r d e ta ils  see for example [G ‘ ,3 .2 ],  
fS e ].
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§4. The Schur algebras of ( ^ ^ ( Q )
Throughout th is  chapter K w i l l  as usual denote an in f in ite  f ie ld  
whose ch a ra c te r is t ic  is  not two.
4.1 The coalgebras Kr Cr]
Reca ll that fo r r  ^ 0  we have defined Kr [G ] to be a subcoalgebra 
o f K+[G ] consisting o f a l l  polynomials of degree r  in the coordinate 
functions c yv (u .ven ) and Kr [ r j  to be the cosubalgebra vK(Kr [G ]) of 
K [ r ]  where yk :K+[G ] -*• K [r ]  is  the re s tr ic t io n  map; ( O . l j ) ,  (0 .2 a ), 
(0 .3 , p . l l ) .  As in  (Ü .3 ) we w rite
r ,K K rG] - K m
r r(K ) (u.ven)
fo r  the re s tr ic t io n  o f yK to Kr CG] . Let J r   ^ be the kernel o f v r   ^
then i t  is  c le a r tha t J r  K ■ J K n  Kr C6 ] where J K is  the kernel of 
( fo r  which a generating se t has been found, ( 2 .6e ) ) .
4.1a
For r  > 2 define ¡ r  K to be the subspace o f Kr rGl consisting of 
the l in e a r  span o f the elements:
^ K,‘f j i j (a.Ben . ( 1  . j )  e Tr . 2 <n))
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and l e t  I 0 |( = 1 , >K = ( 0 ) .
By the proof o f (2.5b) both a ( f ^ K,c i J ) and a(H°<K)c ( J ) are 
elements o f I r  KSKr [G ] + l y G ]  0 I r>K and • ( F ^ K)C( J ) .  e(H®<K>c( j ) .  0 
where a is  the com ultip lication  and e the counit o f K+[G] , both 
K-algebra maps. Thus ¡ r  K is  a co ideal o f Kr [G ] .
C learly  I r K^ s  J r  K . In (4 .6 ) we shall show tha t V  Q = J r  Q 
using the techniques o f Weyl [W,§5]. In the process we show also that the 
Schur algebras sr>g (r )  are semisimple so that a l l  i t s  modules ie . a l l  the 
modules in Mr g (r )  , are completely reducib le, [W.5.7G].
Before proceeding we prove the follow ing lemma which w i l l  be required 








defined in (2.5d), maps Kr [G]
* U
into Kr rG] and induces an anti-automorphism
s‘ :s|J(li) —  S J(G )
' U CIT ( i . J  c I ( n , r ) )
where, for h = (h l^ *h2 ........ hr> c I ( n , r )  we define F  to be
(1>l ,1»2 ...... 1»r ) c I (n ,r ) .
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Fu rth e r, the b il in e a r  form B :F K x E^ -*■ K , y ie ld in g  the 
*
orthogonal group r K , is  's  co n tra v a r ia n t ', ie .
Br ( ( s % ) ( x ) , y )  = Br (x .# (y ) )
for a l l  x, y  e E^ and <t> e sj^(G) where Br  : E^ x e £ ->• K is  the non 
s in g u la r  b ilin ea r  form on e£ induced by B , ie .  fo r  r  > 0
Br ( e . , e . )  - n B (e . ,e i ) ( i , j c l ( n , r ) )  ,
J  per p J p
and B ° (A , A 1) = XX* e K (X .X 'eK ) .
Proof
R eca ll that Kr [G ] is  the subcoalgebra o f K+[G ] consisting o f a l l  
polynomials in the c^^ (y.ven ) o f degree r  , then i t  is  c le a r  that 
s (K r [G ] )  = Kr [G] .
For (jieS^(G) define s * (♦)eS{^(G) to be the composition <j»oS . I f  
r  = 0 the lemma is  obvious. Let r  > 0 , then s is  well defined, since 
( i , j )  -v- (h ,k ) i f f  ( j , T )  »v- (lc ,F) (1 , j , h ,k e l ( n , r ) ) and hence i f  chk
then s * U u ) - c3 f  * « s * (chk) .
C le a r ly  s is  a lin e a r  b ije c t io n  and for <j>, <j>‘ e Sr (G) ,
i »j e I ( n , r )  we have:
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( s % ^ ') ( c i j ) -
■ h‘ l< n ,r ,* (C* l ) * ,<ChT>
■ ^ I ( n . r ) * ( , ( ^ ) U , ( l ( C " ' , )
- * ,* ( s ( c i j ) )  - ( s % , ) ( s % ) ( c i J )
Hence s*(<w’ ) = ( s % ' ) ( s ^ )  fo r  a l l  e sj[(G ) . Also s (e )
where e = £ 5^  » the id e n t ity  o f S i ( G )  .
i e l ( n . r )  11
Hence s* is  an antiautomorphism of s£(G) . F in a lly ,  fo r 
♦cS£(G) , i , j e l ( n , r )  .
®r ( ( s * * )e 1 ,e j )  - h^I(n > r)S* * (CM> B r ‘ V ej>
* S » (C j , )  = *(CT J )
and
B r(c i- »eJ> • he i (n . r ) * <Chj) B r(e i,6 h )
'  * (CTJ> '
Thus Br ( s % ( x ) , y )  .  Br (x ,* (y ) ) f o r  a l l  x,y c e £ by l in e a r ity .
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4.2 The KO-module Ejj
Recall that G acts on the le f t  of e £ by extending lin e a r ly  
to the whole of e £ the action:
g .e i « E i -e- (g tG , je l (n .r ) )
J  i e l (n . r )  1
(see (O . la .b )) .
We also  have an action of the symmetric group G (r) on the r igh t 
o f e £ by extending lin e a r ly  to the whole o f e £ the action :
er w * e iit ( i  e I ( n . r ) ,  i . e G (r ) )
where 1’  - ........  \ ( r )>  •
4.2a
For g e G , u e G (r )  and i e I ( n , r )  i t  is  easy to see that 
g(e^.ir) = (ge^).ir . Thus the actions o f G and G (r) on e £ commute. 
Using (0.2g) i t  follows that the action o f the Schur algebra s£(G) on 
e £ a lso  commutes with th is action o f G (r )  and therefore i f
o : s J(G )  EndK(E£)
is  the representation afforded by e £ as a s£(G)-module then 
p ( s £ (G )) £  EndKG (r)(EK) ' In fa c t p a monomorphism onto EndK6 ( r )^ EK^  
and hence s£(G) « En d ^ . . ( E j )  ; see [G, 2 .6c].
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U  T-h.e.-r--i«P.s «ab • Bab*
Throughout th is section B :EK * K can be any non-singular 
b ilin e a r  form, as usual r g = (geG  : g*Bg = B) .
Our f i r s t  move is  to introduce some notation.
4,3a
For an integer r  > 0 define J ( r ) :=  { (a ,b )Er* r:a# b } and J Q( r ) := {(a ,b )e J (r )  
a < b} . For r  > 2 and (a ,b ) e J ( r )  we define [a ,b ] : r-2 •» 'r  to be 
the unique order preserving map such th a t Im [a,b] = £\{a ,b } . For example, 
le t  r  * 5 , a = 2 , b = 4 then [2 ,4 ](1 ) » 1 , [2 ,4 ](2 ) = 3 and 
12.4](3 ) « 5.
As an easy consequence o f the d e fin it io n  o f [a ,b ] we have:
4.3b
Le t r  >_ 2 and n e G (r ) , then given any (a ,b ) e J ( r )  there exists 
a unique *a  ^ e G(r-2) such that the fo llow ing diagram commutes:
[a.b ]
*ab
l* (a ),w (b )]
4.3c
For any integer n > 0 we can id e n tify  i e I ( n , r )  with a function 
i : £  ji (and vice versa) by defin ing i ( p ) = i y ( v c r )  . Then, for
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r  > 2 , (a ,b )  e J ( r )  we w r ite  i [a ,b ] e I (n ,r- 2 ) fo r  the composition 
o f i : £  n_ with [a,b ] : r-2 r  . Thus, i f  as above r  = 5 , a = 2 , 
b = 4 then (1 1 . ig ,  1 3 . 1 4 » *5) [2,4] = •
4.3d
As in  (4 .1 a ) given a non s ingular b il in e a r  form B : ♦ K
for any r  >_0 we can define a non s ingular b ilin e a r  form Br : e£ * e £ -*• K 
by
c • , c . / - n B (e . , e . ) 
1 J  nr.r o J  o
O v e . )
for r  > 0 and B °(A ,A ') :  * AA'eK (A .A 'eK ) .
We s h a ll  denote the basis o f e £ dual to (e^ : i  e I ( n , r ) }  with 
respect to Br by {f.. : i  e I ( n , r ) }  so that
Br ( e . , f , )  n 6. . ( i . j  e I (n , r ) )
1 J  1J per pJ p
where 6 . . is  the Kronecker delta.
1p J p
I t  fo llow s  that f . « f  j  8 f j  8 . . .  8 f  j  where { f y>yen is  the
basis of E k dual to <•„>„„, .
For r  > 2 , (a ,b ) e J ( r )  we define
Er - 2K
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by extending l in e a r ly  to a l l  o f e £ .
4.3f




to be the map dual to 6^  with respect to the non s in gu la r b ilinea r 
form B : E., * E.. -*■ K , thus
Br (6 ^ * ( x ) . y )  = Br - Z(x,eab(y)) (x .E j‘ 2 ,ycEj) .
I t  fo llow s that
8r : * ( e . )  .  E 8 { f  , f  ) e . .  h. , ( ic I(n , r - 2 ))ab ' '  u v # i (a ,b :u ,v )
where i ( a ,b :p ,v )  is the unique element j  e I (n , r )  such that 
j la .b ]  = i and = u , j b ■ v .
have:
I t  is  c le a r  that 6. and are both KrR maps and we also
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liii <1> Bib<x’ > ■ ,;(,),|b)lxl-'.b
<"> (I(I).(b)<**.b> *
for x c , y  e Z, x c G { r ) ,  (a ,b ) c J ( r )  .
Proof
( i )  For i e I (n , r )
Ba b < V ’ > = B<ei "(a) M b )
, ) e iin [a ,b ]
but by (4 .3b) there is  a unique e G(r-2) such that 
n [a,b] = [w (a ),n (b )]ira  ^ . Hence
sIb (e r ’ ) * B (e i , . ; e i , , , ) * i
■ <B(e1.<.p.(b)>e,t*<*>-'-<b>l)‘’Bb
= Bi (a ) i f (b ) (e i , -nab •
( i i )  Use (4.3h) and ( i ) .
4.4 Traceless Tensors
Throughout th is  section B : x K can be any non singular
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synm etric, o r  antisymmetric b ilin e a r  form, then Bab = s£a ,
eIb + * Sba+ (B  symmetric) and “ _eba ’ 0ab+ “ X a + (B  « it is yn m e tr ic ).
In h is  book 'C la ss ica l Groups' H. Weyl describes when char K = 0 
a subspace o f  e £ consisting  o f a l l  'trace le ss  ten so rs '. We can generalise 
th is as fo llo w s .
We d e fin e  a Krg-map
© E
(a ,b )e J0 ( r )
r - 2
K
given by B r (x )  = © B*h(x ) (x e e £) with J  ( r )  ordered
(a ,b )e J0 ( r )  ab K 0
le x ico g rap h ica lly .
4.4b Example
Le t r  = 3 , then 33 (e..) = (®i2<ei ) ,B 13(e i > ,e23^e i ^  ^  e ^ n»3^  •
When no confusion should a r ise  we w i l l  w rite  © as 9
(a ,b )e J0 ( r )
4.4c
The space o f 'tra c e le ss  tensors' is  defined to be the kernel
ker„3r  = O  ker^B^K • C learly  th is  is  a KrR submodule of e £
K ( a ,b )e JQ(r )  K ab B K
and by (4 .3 i )  i t  is  a lso  a KG(r) submodule o f (the KG(r)-module) e £ .
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non singular b il in e a r  form ®Br ” 2 : #e £~2*®e £ ’ 2 K with
•B r " 2 ;<........ * ,6 . - ) » ( . . . y tb . . . . ) (a .b )e J ( r ) X^ah’yab^
f o r  a l l  xab .y ab e E j ‘ 2 ( (a .b )  e J 0 ( r ) )  . 
We de fine  the Krß-map
to be that dual to 6r  : e £ © E w i t h  respect to the form Br on 
e £ and »B r ' 2  on »E^ " 2 . I t  follows that
6r -+<..
( a ,b ) t J  ( r )
for a l l  x ,K e E.r - 2ab fc t K ( (a .b )  e J  ( r ) )
C le a r ly  the image of er *+ > ImKBr,+ is  a KrB submodule o f e £ 




(ImKer ,+ ) = kerKer  where the orthogonal complement is  taken 
with respect to  the form Br  on e £ .
Proof
Le t x e e £  . Then x e (ImKer,+ )'1‘ i f f  Br (x ,0 r,+ ( y ) )  = 0 , fo r 
a l)  y e « ¡ ¡ ' 2  i f f  « B r ' 2 ( 8r (x ) , y )  ■ 0 . fo r a l i  y e »e £ ‘ 2 (since
8r ’* is  dual to  6r ) i f f  er (x ) = 0  i f f  x e kerKer  .
4.4g C o ro lla ry
dimK(ImKer ,+ ) + dimK(k e rK8r ) = dim^E^ .
4.5 Decomposit io n  of E  ^ in  ch a ra c te r is t ic  zero
Let A : Eg x Eg Q be the non s ingu lar symmetric b ilin e a r  form
defined by
A(e ,e ) = 6 ( u , ven)p v ' M»V '  —'
and Yr :Ep ® Eg 2 , yr ’ + : © Eg- 2  -+■ Eg be the maps constructed using 
A as Br , 8r *+ where constructed in  (4 .4 ) using B .
4.5a Remark
This is  the form on Eg used by Weyl and kergYr  is  the space of 
traceless tensors [W ,p .l50 ].
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We have the following two resu lts concerning th is  form.
4.5b P roposition  [W.5.6A]
We have fo r  any r >_ 2
E j - I n . / - *  « kerQy r  .
Proof
By (4 .4g ) we have
dirngEg = dimglmQYr,+ + dimgkergYr
so i t  is  enough to check th a t the in te rsection  of lmgYr,+ 
is  zero. Suppose x = EA.e.. e lmgYr,+n  kergY1" (X^eQ.ieI(i 
then Ar (x ,x )  = 0 which im plies that EA2 = 0 and then A. 
a l l  i e l ( n , r )  . Thus x = 0 and we are fin ished .
We can extend this decomposition to the case 
numbers, o r any other f ie ld  o f ch a ra c te r is t ic  zero, 
and 9 Eg" 2 a re  natu ra lly  embedded in  E^, e £ and 
*,A r .Yr .Yar b .Y r -+ and «  Et ,E j .  .  e J ' 2 and
Assume




(i) lmtYr,+ * C.lmQYr*+






( i i )  k e rt Y d.kergY .
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and hence e £ = lmj.yr,+ 0 ker^y1” .
Proof
( i )  The se t ( y ^ +(e i ) : (a ,b ) e J Q( r ) ,  i e I (n ,r- 2 )}  spans 
both 1mgyr *+ and lmjyr *t
( i i )  The s .e .s .
0 - kev r - eq * lnV r - 0
sp lits  and so remains exact on tensoring with I  .
Let B : Et x E^ -v c be any nonsingular symmetric b ilin e a r  form, 
by elementary lin e a r  algebra we have a non s ingular map P : Ej. ->■ E  ^
such that
4.5d
B(Px ,Py) = A (x ,y ) ¥ x.y e E£ .
Note that in  general i t  is  not true that P(Eg) = Eg .
As a consequence we have:
4.5e Lemma
r »+  Dr /i„, r »+ \= P ( li"t Y ) .( i )  lm( e'
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( i i  ) kerbs'" = Pr (ke rjY r ) »
( 1 1 1 ) E j  « lmt Br,+ 0 kerc Br , 
where Pr : = P 9 P Q ...9  P : e £ -* E j , (r-tensor product).
I t  is  easy to show using (4.5d) that
ar,+pr - 2 P y * where P € [ ' 2 by 
r r - 2
ab* ab* . . . )  (xabc E ^ , ( a . b )  « J 0 ( r ) )
Then ( i )  and ( i i )  are immediate and ( i i i ) follows using (4 .5 c ).
We can now return to the case K = Q . Since kergBr £  kerbs'" 
and lmpBr,+  £  lmt Br,+ we have kergBr  r \  lmgBr,+ = (0 } . A lso, by 
(4.4g) dimgkergBr  + diniglmgBr ’+ = dimg Eg so that
4.5f
e q ■ > V r,+ * ker( /  •
4.6 Connection with the Schur algebras Sr  g (r )
Let K be a rb itra ry  not o f ch a ra c te r is tic  two and B : E^ * + K
be the non s ingu lar symmetric b ilin e a r  form y ie ld in g  the odd orthogonal 
group r K .
Consider the s .e .s .
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4.6a
0 .  i r>K -  Kr tG : Br iK  *  0
where I r  K i s  the coideal defined in (4 .1 a ), Br K is  the K-coalgebra 
Kr CG]/Ir  K and ©r  K is  the natural epimorphism.
Then ©r  K induces an in je c t iv e  morphism of K-algebras
S r .K  : * Br ,K  *  Sr.K<G>
where B* K = HomK(B r  K K) is  given the algebra structure  derived from 
the coalgebra structu re  o f Br  ^ ( 0 .2d) and Sr  ^(G) is  the d irec t sum 
of the Schur algebras S^(G) (0<p<r) (0 .2 h ).
We id e n t if y  Sr  K with i t s  image in  Sr  K(G) , then
4.6b
Sr ,K  = { * e Sr ,K (G) : ♦<I r .K ) = 0} '
Now
4.6c
Sr , K( r ) “  U  e SrtK{G) : ♦(J r,K ) * 0)
and since I p K i t  fo llow s that Sr K( r )  c  Sr  K .
Weyl [W ,§4 .2 ] used the complete re d u c ib ility  o f orthogonal trans­
formations a c t in g  on Eg to show that Sr  g is  in  fa c t equal to Sr  g (r )
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This is  a lso  our aim but we sh a ll deduce complete re d u c ib ility  along the 
way.
We have the following characterisation  o f elements o f Sr  K- 
4.6d Proposition
Let r  >_ 2 , <J> = ,4>^ r e Sr  ^(G) .
Then <t> e Sr  K i f  and only i f
( i )  <j>^p^3P *+ = ep*+<i>ip_^^  fo r a l l  2 <_ p <_ r
and
( i i )  4>^ p _2 b^ p = 8% ^  for a l l  2 <_ p < r
where <|>(p~2  ^ acts on 6 E^ " 2 by *^p 2^ (. . .  ,xflb, .. •)
- ( ..- .♦ <°- 2 ) <xab) . . . . )  (xab c E»k-2. (a .b ) e j 0 ( r ) )  .
Proof
We sh a ll show ( i )  holds i f f  <f> ann ih ila tes each 
( lJ»ve—  * ’ »J e I(n ,p-2 ) » 2 <_ p <_ r )  .
Now, ♦ <0 V >* ■ b° - % <p' 2) I f f  ♦(o )B?5t  - B ^ V " ' 2 1  by 
( 4 . 3 i ( i i ) )  and the fact th a t the actions o f S^(G) and G(<>) on E^ 
commute fo r  a l l  o ^ 0 , (4 .2 a ).
Let i  e I(n ,p-2) , then
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^ (p )BP .+(e . )  . ( p ) { e e e-e^} (4.3h)
= E
k d (n ,p ) k
and
eP ,^ (p - 2 ) (e j ,  bp .- { t -*<ch1 >eh>heI(n,p-2)
= I  (  E ♦(ch1 >,eh ( l , 2 :v ,v )  
h ven
Now, by d e fin it io n  k = h ( l ,2 :v ,v )  i f f  k [ l ,2 ]  = h and 
k1 = v, k2 = v ( c f .  4 .3h) .  Thus, by comparing co e ff ic ie n ts  o f the 
e^ ( j  e I(n ,p - 2 )) in the sums above we have
♦ <p>*P’ +<e ,> • Bp- % (o' 2 ) ( e f ) (2 < p < r )
i f  and only i f
♦ < Jnck1 pck2i  c k [ l , 2 : i i ) ’  ‘ k , , ^  ck C l,2 ]i
(fo r  a l l  k e I (n ,p )  , 2 <_ p <_ r )
i f  and only i f
♦(Hkjk* ck [ l , 2 ] 1 ) ’  0
( fo r  a l l  k e I (n ,p )  , 2 <_ p <_ r )
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as required since as k runs through I (n ,p )  k^  and kg run through 
n and kC1,23 runs through I(n ,p-2 ) (2 < p < r )  •
Now, le t  »: « s %  * ( s V r )  , s % ( r ' 2>.......... s * * (0>) c Sr>(C(G) ,
(4 .1b ). Then
»
i f  and only i f
♦ < 0 ‘ 2)e12 ■  s 12  ♦ (D >  < 4 . 3 1 ( 1 ) )
i f  and only i f
B°-2u (p-2)Bi2(x),y) , Bp"2(ep2*(p)(x),y)
( fo r  a l l  x e Ep , y  e Ep 2)
i f  and only i f  (using (4.1b) and (4 .4 e ))
Bp" 2 ( 0^2 ( x ) J (p" 2 ) ( y ) )  = Bp_2 U (p ) ( x ) , 8p£+(y ) )  
( fo r  a l l  x e Ep , y e E£ 2) 
i f  and only i f  (using (4.1b) and (4 .4 e ))
Bp (x,Bp^ (p_2)(y)) “ Bp (x , * (p)0p^+ (y))
( fo r  a l l  x e Ep , y c E^ 2)
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i f  and only i f
-p.+r(p-2 ) _ t ( p ) bp ,+ 
612  ♦ '  ♦ s 12
i f  and only i f
i (p )(HG(M
T '  pv 0
fo r a l l  y ,v  e n^ , h,k e I(n ,p-2) .
But chk, - chk„
and s(H®<K>chk) ■ F ? W  (c f .  proof o f (2 .5 e )).
Hence, ( i )  holds i f  and only i f
♦‘- v r  «*> * °
fo r a l l  u ,v e ii , h,k e I(n,p-2) and 2 <_ p <_ r .
Since the se t ( F ^ ^ c ^  , H^ K c^ hk : P»veH h»k e I ( n»p"2 ) 2 <_ p <_ r> 
spans I K (4.1a) we have shown th a t ( i )  and ( i i )  hold i f  and only i f  
4(1 K) = 0 ie .  i f  and only i f  |  c S f  K as required.
We sh a ll also need
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4.6e Lemma Weyl CW,p.152]
Let <|> e S r _2 « » then
Proof
Weyl CW] proves th is  lemma in the case where the b ilin e a r  form 
is  A : Eg x Eg -*• Q , however with s l ig h t  m odification the proof works 
for any symmetric b il in e a r  form and in f in i t e  f ie ld .
We now consider the case K = Q .
Recall (4 .4c) tha t kerQsr  is  a QG(r) submodule o f Eg and 
we may therefore consider the Q-subalgebra ^n<^ QG(r)^e rq® ) 
Endg(kerg6r ) . We have:
4 .6 f Proposition Weyl CW,p.l52]
Le t r  >_ 2 , then Sr  g is  isomorphic as a Q algebra to
E" dQG(r)<kerQer) 8 Sr   ^ g such that re s tr ic t io n  onto
the second facto r
yie lds the Q-algebra epimorphism
Sr.Q ~  Sr-1,Q
........, , « » )  - ( / r - D ^ r - 2 ) ........ ,(»> ,
Proof
F i r s t ,  re ca ll tha t sJ(G ) acts f a i th fu l ly  on E j  ( c f .  4.2a) and
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hence the action  o f an element o f Sg(G) on Eg defines i t  uniquely.
We define a map
« : EndQ G (r)(k e rQ8r) * Sr- l,Q  *  Sr.Q (G) 
by <(6 ,c ) - ♦ e Sr,Q (G) where
^(p) _ j.(p ) 0 <_ p < r
and ^ r  ^ acts  on Eg as fo llow s:
i f  x e Eg , use the decomposition (4 .4 f)  to w rite  x = y + Br *+(z ) 
with y e  kerg6r  , z = ( --- .zab, . . . )  e ® eq 2 » then
= ♦ r^ ^(y+sr *+(z ) ) :  = e (y ) + sr,+ U * r ' 2 ^(z))
where c( r _ 2 ) ( ........ z#b. . . . )  - ( . . .  , c ( r ' 2 ) (zab) , . . . )  as usual.
We must show k is  w ell defined since there are many choices of 
z e ®Eg"2 which y ie ld  the same image in  Eg under 0r,+ . By l in e a r ity  
o f er,+ and i t  is  enough to show th a t er,+ (z ) = 0 implies
gr,+ (t^ r-2 ^ (z ) ) = 0 . Fu rthe r, since kergfir n  lmgBr,+ = (0 } we have 
Br,+ (z ) * 0 i f f  Br  6r ,+ (z ) » 0 . Now, by (4 .6e)
t (r -2 )sr 6r .+ ( l , .  BV \ < r -2>(z) (z c .  E j'2)
and hence i f  Br,+ (z ) = 0
c(r"2)er(0) - o Br Br * V r -2>(S)
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and therefore Br,+t^r ~2 ^(z) • 0 as required.
By construction k i s  in je c t ive  and a morphism of Q-algebras, 
we show next tha t i t s  image is  in Sr g S  Sr  q (G) .
By (4.6d) i f  * e S r>Q(G) then * c S r Q  i f f  ( i )  and ( i i )  






fo r a l l  2 <_ p < r  s ince by d e fin it ion  o f k  , (2  <_ p < r )
r —2and c e Sr _i q . Also fo r  z e « Eq ,
*<r)Br-+(z): - er,+(C<r-2)(z)): * Br-+(*(r-2)(Z))
giving
♦  " V '  + - Br * % < r ' Z> ......  (C)
and for x e Eq
♦ < '" 2 >Br (x) - ♦ <r - :V ( y 6r -t (z)) -  BV V - 2>(z)
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by (4.6e) where x « y + ar,+ (z ) (y  c kerqBr  . z e *Eg 2 ) . But 
Br , % ( r ' 2 >(z) : - sr ’* t ( r ' 2 ) (z ) : • ♦*r *Br , t (z ) and hence
♦<r -2 >er (x) - bW ’ ^ z ) .  Br * ( r ) (y + Br >*(z)) 
since a*r ' ( y )  ■ e (y ) e kergBr • Hence
♦ <r -Z>Br • Br » ( r > ...........................  (0)
We have now shown (A ,B ,C ,D ) that a * x (e ,c ) s a t is f ie s  ( i )  and ( i i )  
o f (4 ,6d ) , thus * c Sr  g as required. For k to be an isomorphism of 
Q-algebras, i t  remains only to show that i t  is  s u r je c t iv e .
Let a = c S riQ  . then
t = (c<r - " , c < r -2>........ c ‘ °>> E s r . ,  Q using (4.6d) (c  s a t is f ie s  ( i )
and ( i i )  fo r  2 p ± r - 1  s ince a does fo r 2 <_ p < r )  .
Now, by (4 .6 d ( i i ) )
B % ( r > = ♦ ( r- 2 >er
and hence a*r *(kerBr ) 4 ker Br  so th a t we can define e c Endg(kergBr ) 
by e (y ) : » a ( r ) (y )  ( y  s •serg6r ) .
Since the action o f commutes with the action o f G (r ) ,
e e Endg G (r )(kergBr ) and i t  is  now easy to see tha t x (a , t )  ■ ♦ . 
proving th a t < is  s u r je c t ive .
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Now define k * : S ^ g  •* EndQG(r ) ( kerQBr ) 8 S f._1 to be the inverse 
o f k ; the la s t  ca lcu la tio n  above shows tha t «'(<•) = (e , . . .
<j>(®))) ie .  the composite o f *c* w ith  the p ro jection  onto the second 
fac to r, S r _ 1 q is  given by
........♦«"), M » ( r -1 ) . * ( r -2 ) .........♦(0 ) ) •
This completes the proof.
4.6g Co ro llary
The Q-algebra S r g is  semisimple.
Proof
We use induction on r  . I f  r  = 0 , then Sq q = Q is  semisimple 
and i f  r  = 1 S] q = si q ( g ) i s  isomorphic to Endg(Eg)8Q , a semi­
simple Q-algebra.
Now,assume Sr _1 g is  semisimple. We have 
S r,Q  " EndQ6 ( r ) ik e rQ0r) * S r-1,Q
by (4 .6 f ).
Now QG(r) is  semisimple which im plies that kergB1” is  a completely 
reducible QG(r) module, but the endomorphism algebra o f a completely 
reducible module is  semisimple and i t  follows tha t Sr  « is  semisimple.
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4.6h C o ro lla ry  to 4.6f
" c have ’ r.Q "  Qr-1CG] ■ 'r - l .Q  • 
and hence I p q Q$[G ] = I $ g^ ( s  <_ r )  .
Proof
Since the map Sr  q -*■ Sr _-j g taking ( ^ r \ ^ r  to
(<i>(r ‘ ^  , ^ r ” ^  »• • • is  su rje c t ive  the map
Br- 1 ,Q ~ Br,Q
chk * ‘ r - l .Q - 'h k  + 'r .Q  (h«k e Tr (n ))  
is  in je c t iv e  and the co ro lla ry  fo llow s.
4.6i Theorem
We have Sr  Q - Sp g ( r )  and hence Sp q^( r )  is  semisimple.
Proof
To prove the theorem we need only show tha t J ^ g ^  I r>g since then 
Sr  Q - Sr  and we a1ready have the reverse inclus ion . Let x e J r p
then x e I t  g n  Qr lG j fo r some t  (2 .6 e ). I f  t  < r  we are fin ished , 
i f  t  > r  apply (4.6h) to get x e I^ g  .
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§5. Representation theory 1 
5.1 Representation theory o f G
This section  is  a summary of parts o f S3, 54 and 55 o f [6 ] .
Recall th a t by (0 .1 i )  to study polynomial modules in  MK(G) i t  is  
enough to study the homogeneous ones ie .  those in  m£(G) ( r  > 0) . 
Further, by (0 .2 f)  the categories M^(G) and mod(s£(G)) are equ iva len t.
We have defined the se t o f weights o f G , A(G) to consist o f a l l  
n-tuples o f non negative integers ( l . l , p . l 7 ) .  The syrm etric group G(n) 
acts on the l e f t  of A(G) by:
w(* i  ' ‘ = ^  -1 ** -1 »•••»* _i )
1 2  n -  \ U  *  ' (2) w 1 (n)
( "  e G(n) , (A1,A2, . . , A n) e A (G ))
Each G(n) o rb it  o f A(G) contains exactly  one dominant weight ie .  a 
weight (A^.A^ ,. . .A^) such that A.j > Ag > . . .  > Ap . We denote by A+(G) 
the set of a l l  dominant weights and order them, when necessary, le x ico ­
g rap h ica lly . For any integer r  > 0 define Ar (G) C  A(G) to be the set 
o f weights (A^.A^ ,. . . ,An) such that Aj+A2+...+An = r  and denote by 
Ar , *(G ) the se t Ar (G) o  A*(G) . (Define A0 , *(G ) > a° (G )  to be the set 
consisting o f the empty p a r t it io n . )  Le t i e I ( n , r ) ,  then we say i is 
o f weight A e Ar (G) , and w rite  i e A, i f  fo r  each y e n , Ap is  the 
number of i p (p e r ) equal to u . Thus, i f  n = 4 , r  = 3 then (1 ,4 ,2 )
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and (2 ,1 ,4) in  1(4,3) are both of weight (1 ,1 .0 .1 ) e A3 (G4 ) .
5.1b
Recall th a t s£(G) is  spanned by elements ( i , j  e I ( n , r ) )  such 
tha t fo r h ,k e I ( n , r )  = thk i f f  ( i . j )  ~ (h ,k ) (0 .2 e ). Now,
c le a r ly  i . j  e I ( n , r )  are o f the same weight i f f  there is  some n e G (r) 
such tha t in  * j  ie .  i f f  i ^ j  . I t  fo llows tha t in  that case
l* ii = cj j  ' Thus* fo r X G we can denote unambiguously by the
element e s£(G) where i e x •
5.1c
Recall th a t K[Tg] is  a free polynomial algebra on generators 
ic J u : ge!l} ( l- lc ) *  Def in e Kr [Tg] to be the K-subspace o f K[TGJ
spanned by homogeneous polynomials of degree r  in  the c jy (yen) . The
the su r je c t ive  morphism of K-coalgebras
*K<T) : Kr [G] Kr [TG)
given by r e s tr ic t io n  from G to Tg induces an in je c t iv e  morphism of 
K-algebras
s k ‘V  -  s k <g >
A
s k <g» •We id e n tify  s£(TG) with i t s  image in
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5 . Id Lemma
The subalgebra s£(Tg) sJ^(G) has basis (c x :A e Ar (G)}
Proof
C learly  each cx e s£(TG) since i t  ann ih ila tes  the kernel of 
H'k (T) (which is  generated by (c^v : w.ven, m/v ) ) . But the cx (XeAr (G )) 
are lin e a r ly  independent and since weights in  Ar (G) are in one to one 
correspondence w ith monomials in  Kr [T^] (1 . Id )  they must span s£(TG) .
5. le
Le t 1 denote the id en tity  in  s£(G) . Then r  ^
1 = E Cx . . . .  (A ).
AeAr (G)
Further, i f  A,y e Ar (G)




Together (A) and (B ) imply tha t (A) is  an orthogonal idempotent 
decomposition o f the id en tity  in  S^(G} . Let V e M^(G) , then
V = E* tjV  
XeAr (G)
and in  fa c t [G,§3.2]
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CXV « { veV : t.v  *= Xx( t ) .v  Vt c Tg )
where xx :Tg K is  the character defined in  ( l . l e ) .
Therefore txV is  a 'weight space' in  the usual sense, we denote i t  
in  the usual way by VX .
5 .I f  Theorem (Schur, Chevalley: see [G ,3 .5a])
For each X e Ar,+ (G) there ex is ts  an abso lu te ly irred uc ib le  module 
Fx K e m£(G) w ith x as i ts  highest weight ie .  i f  FX>K + 0 fo r  some
v e Ar,+ (G) then u <_x . Moreover dimKFx K = 1 •
Every irred u c ib le  module in  m£(G) is  isomorphic to p recise ly  one of 
these.
5 J £
Le t X e Ar ,+ (G) . We define a 'X shape' [X] to be a diagram 




( i f  r  = 0 IX] is  the 'empty' shape).
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Define T : (X J -*• r  to be the 11,3 P wh'*ch id e n tif ie s  each box of 
[X] with an element o f r  such that the f i r s t  row contains 1 .2 , . .  
from le f t  to r ig h t , the second row X^+l ,X j+ 2,. . »Xj+Xg from l e f t  to rig h t 




For i  e I ( n , r )  define  the X-tableaux Ti to be the composition of 
T : [x] -*■ r with i : r  -*■ n . For example, when X = (3 ,2 ,2 ),  
i « (1 ,3 ,4 ,2 ,4 ,3 ,5 ) then
I E H
4
We say Ti is  standard i f  en tr ie s  increase s t r i c t l y  down columns and 
are non decreasing along rows, fo r example the tableaux above is  standard.
Le t T. , be the x-tableaux with u 's  in  the uth row (th is  
defines h (X) e I ( n , r ) )  and denote by R(X) the subgroup of G (r )  fix in g  
h (X) . S im ila r i ly ,  l e t  Tk(x) be the x-tableaux with u 's  in  the V th 
column and denote by C(X) the subgroup of G (r ) fix in g  k(X ) e I ( n , r )  . 
C le a rly  Th (X) is  standard and h(x ) is  o f wei9h t x . I t  is  not hard 
to see that i f  i e X with T. standard then i = h (X) .
Example
When X = (3 ,2 ,2 )
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1 1 1 V )  ■
_2_ 31
2 2 J L
3 3 .2 .
5.1h
The modules D, K : Le t X e Ar,+ (G) , then fo r i , j  e I ( n , r )  we 
define the bideterminant (T.. : T^) e Kr [G] to be the sum
ï. e ( o ) c  
o e C (X )
i . jo
where e (o ) is  the ‘ s ig n 1 of o .
Define Dx K to be the K-span o f a l l  the (Th( X) : T^) ( ie l ( n . r ) )
5.1i Theorem (see fo r  example [G ,4 .5a]
The set U Th ( X ) : ) : T. standard} is  a basis o f DX>K .
Now Kr [G] 
whole o f Kr [GJ
can be given a KG module structure by extending to the 
the action:
Z c. i (9) c j u (g e G , i , je I (n , r ) )
h e l (n , r )  h J lh
and hence, for ♦ e S J(G ) :
Z
h d (n , r ) ih
( i . j e l ( n . r ) )  .
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I t  follows that fo r  j e l ( n , r )  :
M V >  : V  * , c I ( „ . r ) * (C<J)(T h <*> 1 T,> ’
Thus Dx K 1s a KG (eq u iva len tly  s£(G )) submodule o f Kr [G] and fo r 
y e Ar (G) then
S D».K * °I.K ■ l' - *P *"<(Th( » ) !T1> : T< S t a "d i r d )  ■
giving = K .(Th (x ) : Th (x ) ) .
5.1 j  The Carter-Lusztlg 'VteyT module V, Y :
For any subset H o f G (r ) we denote by {H> the sum i  e(o )o
oeH
1n KG(r) .
For x e Ar , *(G ) we define the Carter-Lusztig Ueyl module lix>K to 
be the KG-submodule o f e £ generated by f h( X) : * e y,(x) ( c l x)> •
[CL,p.211. 222].
5.1k Theorem [CL, theorem 3.5]
The KG-module Vx K has K-basis
(b i : ■ ‘ l . h ( x ) ' f h (x ) : Ti SUndard) •
As a consequence we have
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( i )  Le t Y e Ar (G) , then
t YVx K = Vx K = K-span ib i : ieY , Ti standard) 
and hence VX K  = •
( i i )  vx K has a unique maximal proper submodule MX K^ . C le a rly  
f h( X) 4 Mx K and Vx K/Mx K is  therefore generated by a highest weight 
vector f h (x ) + Mx >k of weight X . Hence FX K  = ^ X t K/H\ t K •
( i i i )  When char K = 0 , MX>K = (0 ) , hence VX K^ * FX>K .
D uality between K and Vx K .
Let 0X k : ^  Dx k be the epimorphism of KG-modules given by
5 J±
6X,K<e i> “  <Th(X) •* V <1 £ 
and denote by Nx K the kernel of ex>K .
5.1m Proposition LG,5 .2a]
The KG-submodule Nx K of e £ is  spanned by the subset R] u R? w R3 
o f e £ , where
( i )  R-j consists o f a l l  e.. ( i  e I ( n , r ) )  such th a t has a 
repeated entry in  some column.
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( i i )  R2 consists o f a l l  e.. - c (o )e io (1 e l (n , r )  , o e C (x )) .
( i i i ) (Garnir re la t io n s )  R3 consists of a l l  the elements 
e 1(G ( J ) }  ( i e l ( n , r ) )  where G ( J)  is  a transversal o f a se t of cosets in 
G (r ) dependent on J  a subset of the (h+1)^1 column of T* (h e r-1) 
( fo r  exact d e fin it io n , which is  not needed here, see for example [G ,4 .6a])
Following (4 .5 ,p .77 ) we define A :EK*EK -  K to be the non s ingular 
symmetric b ilin ea r  form given by
A< V ev> ■ V ' k •
This form induces a non singu lar symmetric b ilin e a r  form Ar : e£*e £ +  K 
as usual by defin ing fo r  i , j  e I ( n , r )  :
A r( e i- ej ) n A (e . ,e ( ) .p e r  p j p
This form is  'co n trava rian t ' with respect to the K algebra antiautomorphism 
»* : s J(G ) -  s£(G) given by w * (c , j )  ■ C j, ( t . j e l ( n . r ) )  ie .
Ar ( * (x ) , y )  - Ar (x,w * (y ) )
fo r a l l  x.yeEy . ♦ e sJ^(G) .
5 .In  Theorem [G,5.2]
Le t AeAr,+ (G) . The KG-module K is  the orthogonal complement 
° f  Nx K with respect to the form Ar on e £ . I t  fo llows that we may
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define a non-singular b il in e a r  form
by ( x»0XiK( y ) )  = Ar (x ,y ) ( xeVx K,yeE£) . (See ( 5 .U )  fo r the d e fin it io n  
o f 9X,K> •
* r
This form is  w -con travarian t, ie . fo r <t> e SK(G) , x E K ,
»  £ d a , k  :
(♦(*).y) - (x ,w % (y ) )  .
Now, since by (5 . In ) K is  dual to K we have the following 
co ro llary  to (5 .1k):
5.1o
K has a unique minimal submodule isomorphic to  ^ , ( th is  uses 
the important fact that the form ( , ) is  w -con travarian t), [G ,5 .4 c ].
In p a rticu la r , i f  char K = 0 then Dx « “  K as KG-modules.
5 .Ip Remark
The QG module q ( x c Ar,+ (G )) has 'adm issible Z-form'
°A.Z = * E2<Th(X):Ti>
where the sum is  over a l l  i e I (n , r )  with T^  standard.
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(We define admissible Z-form fo r QG modules in  the same way as for 
Qr-modules (3 .2 ) . )  Fu rthe r, z 8ZK is  isomorphic as a KG module 
to K using the isomorphism (3 . Id ) : Z+[Gg] 8 K *  K+[GK] '
A lso, i t  can be shown [CL,Theorem 3 .5 ], [G ,5 .4 e ] tha t q has 
an admissible Z-form
z : = Z-span {b^ : i e I ( n , r ) ,  standard}
and z 0ZK is  isomorphic as KG-module to vx K •
Now, for i , j  e I ( n , r )  , » Tj  standard i t  is  easy to see that
< V  <Th( » ) :Tj »  ■ ° u  • 2 •
In fa c t the matrix (Q.jj) is  unimodular [D ,p .74 ] so that the form 
( • ) : VA.Z - D* , Z ~ Z
induced by re s tr ic t io n  o f ( , ) : VA q x Dx q ^  ^ is  non singu lar.
I t  is  the main aim o f  (§6) to find a Z-form of the r versions of 
the q and q which are  described below.
As an aside, we prove the following two re su lts  which w i l l  be required
la te r :
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5.1q Lemma
For any in f in ite  f ie ld  K , r  > 0 , i , j e l ( n , r )
Ar ( « i .e J> = ®r (e i * Jr ( ej ) )
where B:E^ x E^ -* K is  the b ilin e a r  form which gives r is e  to r and 
J  e r is  the matrix o f B .
Proof
C learly  A( ey»ev ) = 6 v - lK = B(e^, J ( e ^ ) ) .  The general case fo llow s. 
5 .1r Corollary
The KG-module K is  the orthogonal complement o f K with 
respect to the form Br :E^ x e £ -► K .
Proof
Suppose Ar (x,Nx K) = 0 then Br (x ,J (N x K) )  = 0  , but
J(N^ K) = Na k since J  e G . Hence Br (x ,Nx K) = 0 . The converse is
s im ila r.
5.2 Weights o f r = 02jl+1
Let K be any in f in i t e  f ie ld ,  n = 2t+l .
We defined in (1 .3 ,p .32 ) the set A (r) o f weights to be the se t o f
a l l  t+l-tuples (<*i ,(*2 » . . .  »a^+i ) with ap e Z ( p c i )  and a fc+1 e {0 ,1 }
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We say a e A (r) is  dominant i f  a| > 02 i  ••• i a (  > 0 .
5.2a
Define a map A(G) -*-* A (r )  taking x e A(G) to
A* - ( » 1-XB.X2- »n. 1.......V \ +2 - V l>  ‘  A(r) • " here Tf l  ' *  »1 *1
modulo 2 . For a positive  in te g e r  r  define Ar ( r )  to be the image of
A (G) : = U  aS (G) under th is  map (AQ( r ) has only one element, v iz
r  0<s<r
the empty p a r t it io n ) .  A lso, d e fin e  A *(r) to be the set o f dominant
weights in Ar ( r )  , then i t  i s  c le a r  that A * (r ) is  the image o f
A0,+(G )u . . .  uAr,+ (G) under the map X -*• X .
Recall tha t K[Tr ] has b as is  consisting o f  characters x£ (a e A (r ))  
(1 .3 ,p.32). I t  is  easy to see th a t for XeA(G) the re s tr ic t io n  o f the 
character xx of Tg to Tr is  p recise ly  xx* •
We define Kr CTp3 ( r > 0 )  to  be the image o f K^rG] under the 
re s tr ic t io n  map K+[G ] -*• K[Tr ]  (0 .3 ,p . l l ) .  Then Tp  ^ ^as a basis of 
characters ( xr : ocAr ( r ) }  . The re s tr ic t io n  map
Kr rG ] Kr rTr i
is  c le a r ly  su rje ctive  and the re fo re  induces an in je c t iv e  morphism of 
K-algebras
Sr . K < V Sr .K (G> •
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We id en tify  S r  K(Tp) w ith  i t s  image in  Sr K (G) . 
Sr , K < V t S r.K<TG> s(nce Tr  <^TG '
5.2b Proposition
The subalgebra Sr  K( Tr ) o f  S r K^(G) has basis {<i>( 
where fo r  each c»eAr ( r )




Recall tha t we have defined the map er  = KG -*■ Sr ^ (G )  
I f  geG then er (g ) : Kr [G ]  K is  evaluation a t g .
cr<KTG> '  S r . K (TG> ‘ r< CTr> *  Sr .K < V  ' Now- , f
t  = d iag ttr t 2........ t n) e Tg then by (5 . Id )
e ( t )  - t  a t  (a eK) 
r  XeAr (G) * * A
I f  i i l ( n . r )  and i e y e Ar (G) then
cr(t){Ci1) > t’’t22 ... t/ - Xy(t)
and also
Then
:ntAr { r ) )
(O .Z .p .lO ). 
By (0.3b)
(» )
( £a » t» ) (C1 i> * V y < c 1 i>
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so that a^ » xY( t )  .
Now suppose t  e Tp . then i f  X , y  e Ar (G ) are such that 
x* = y* = “  e Ar ( r )  we have xA( t )  * xy ( t )  ■ x£ (t) . Thus (A) can be 
rew ritten  as:
t r (t> eAr ( r )
where <|>a = E <x • 
XeAr (G)
i*»u
Now, { xa : aeAr^r ^
Tr
are l in e a r ly  independent in  K and i t
follows that each <t>a is a l in e a r  combination o f er ( t ) ' s (tcT r ) and
hence <t> e Sr.K<Tr> • “ e
are now fin ished , since the <j>a (otc Ap( r )  )
are l in e a r ly  independent in  KG and the number o f them equals the 
dimension o f KrCTp] ie .  the dimension o f S r K (Tr ) .
5.2c Lemma
Suppose AcAr (G) w ith At+, = xtt2  = . . .  = »„ ■ 0 then ex,  = cx .
Proof
We have X *  -  (X ] ,X2 , . . . .X ^ .O )  . Suppose YeAr (G ) w ith  y  -  A 
then y  - Y -  = A (n e t )  and y 0 + i  = 0  modulo 2. This im plies thatP P P — X.TI
E y > X, + x0 + . .  + x„ = r w ith  eq u a lity  i f f  y = A . This proves the
'u — I c. iyen H
lemma.
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Let l r  denote the id en tity  o f S r  K(G) , then (5 . l e ) says
1 ■ E c, is  an orthogonal idempotent decomposition of 1 . B y
r  AtAr (G) * r
gathering together terms we can w rite
5.2d
C learly  4>a<Cg = is  zero unless a = 0 when i t  is  equal to <j>a .
Thus (5.2d) is an orthogonal idempotent decomposition in  «(Tp) C. Sr ^(G) 
Let V e Mr K( r )  , then
VcAr ( r )
Va : = 4>aV = iveV | t .v  = x £ (t ) .v  fo r  a l l  teTp} using (5 .1e), (5 .2 d ).
5.3 Irreduc ib le  modules o f Sr g (r )
In th is  section we find  the ir re d u c ib le  modules o f Sr  g (r )  as 
submodules of Eg (0 < p <_ r )  . Th is was f i r s t  achieved by Weyl [W.5.7G]. 
Recall tha t by (4 .6 f , i )  we have:
Sr,Q^r  ^ = EndQG(p)^kerQe P  ^ ® Sl,Q^r ^
With S1 Q ( r )  = S1>Q(G) - Sg(G) 9 Sg (G ) .
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Hence, since the irred uc ib le  QG-modules of degree 1 and 0 remain 
irred uc ib le  on re s tr ic t io n  to Qr , 1 t is  enough to fin d  the irreduc ib les 
of the (semisimple) Q-algebras
Ap : ■ E"dQG(p)<kerQ60> V i  0 Í L r ) ■
Since r  > 2 is  a rb itra ry  we can work w ith  Ar .
Let hp e Endp(Ep) (r>2) be the unique idempotent such that 
hr (Ep) = kerQ6r , hr (lmQBr,+ ) * 0 (4 .5 f ) .  Since kerQer  and lntQBr *+
are QG(r) submodules o f Ep (4 .4 c ,e ) ,  hr  e EndQG(r ) (E g ) . and I t  
follows tha t:
hrEndQ G (r)(Eq)hr  = EndQ G (r)(kerQ6 ) •
Under th is  isomorphism Ar is  mapped to the se t o f elements of 
EndQ G (r)(Eg) which are zero on lmpBr,+  .
Now Sp(G) is na tu ra lly  isomorphic to EndQG(r )^EQ^  (4-2a) and 
we id e n tify  hr  with i t s  image in  Sp(G ) then
hr S5<G>hr  *  Ar  *
Id en tify  Ar with th is  subalgebra o f Sq (G) .
Let V e Mp(G) , then hrV is  an Ar -module and we have :
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5.3b Theorem
Le t q : A e Ar,+ (G )} be a f u l l  se t of irred u c ib le  S^(G)- 
modules (the Carter-Lusztig modules). Then
( i )  fo r each XeAr,+ (G) , hr Vx q i s  e ith e r zero o r irred u c ib le ,
(11) fo r x+t e Ar *+(G) witil hr Vx>Q + 0 + h ^ g  then 
hr VA,Q t  V y . Q  as Ar modules-
( i i i )  l e t  A - H tA r,+ (G) : hr Vx Q t  0 ) then <lYVA,Q>At A 's  ‘  fu l l  
se t of irreduc ib le  A^-modules.
Proof This is  an application of 'e Se ' theory as developed by 
T. Martins TM].
I t  remains to show fo r  which XeAr ,+ (G ) , h ^  q  ^ 0 .
Le t XeAr *+(G) , we say X is  'p e rm iss ib le ' i f  the sum of the lengths 
o f the f i r s t  two columns of the X-shape [X ] is  i n .
5.3c Theorem
The A^-module hrVx q  ^ 0 i f f  XeAr ,+ (G) is  perm issib le.
I t  follows that
(hp vx Q : XeaP,+(g) pe rm iss ib le , 0 < p < r> 
is  a f u l l  set o f non isomorphic ir re d u c ib le  Sr  q( r ) modules, (where we
- n o  -
define hQ,h1 to be the id en tity  maps on E °  , e J  re sp ec t iv e ly ).
We sha ll prove the theorem using two lemmas.
5.3d Lenrna Weyl [W.5.7B]
Le t K be any in f in ite  f ie ld  r  >_ 2 , AeAr,+ (G) . Then 
e £(C (A )} c . lmKer *+ i f  A is  not perm iss ib le .
5.3e Remark
Weyl proves th is  lemma using the form A : Eg x Eg -*• Q (4 .5 ,p .77 ).
At f i r s t  s igh t his proof seems to re ly  on in v a r ian t theory but in  fa c t i t  
not only does not use in varian t theory but the proof works fo r any in f in ite  
f ie ld  K . I t  is therefore perhaps worthwhile to give an expanded version 
of W eyl's proof adapted to su it our needs.
Proof (o f (5 .3d ))
Le t AeAr ,+ (G) and suppose that the lengths of the columns of the 
A shape [A] are u } >. p 2 -  * * * -  ur  * I f  X is not perm issib le, 
u-j + u2 > n . Since i t  is  c le a r from the d e fin it io n  of C(A) (5.1 g) tha t 
C(A) ■ G(m1 ) * G(u2 )* ...*G (w r ) (G(up ) a c t in g  on column p o f TX of 
length up (p e r )) we can id en tify  e £ {C (a ) )  with the tensor product
E“ 'lG<ii1))e E “ Z{G(u2 ) H . . . i E “ r {G (i ir ) )  £. E^ .
(Note tha t i f  wp = 0 we define G(0) to  be empty.)
Mi Mo Mi+Mo
Consider f i r s t  EK‘ {G (Ml) }8Ek£{G (p2 ) ) ^  E^1
I l l
M1I f  we show that each x e EK {G(uj)> 0 EK (G (w 2)> is  a sum of terms, 
each in the image of some
vi.+u_,+ p ,+ p , - 2 Ui+w9
a.b 2 : E*’ 2 -  Ek’ 2 1 5 * « b i  u, ♦ p2
i t  w il l  follow  tha t each y e e £{C (A )} is  in  ImK0r,+ since
V r ’ + ■ , £ _ : E ^ '2 -  ErK)
and y  = x 0 z fo r  some M1x e Ek {G (p } ) )  0 t
w3 v r  
z e Ekj {G (p 3))0  .. 8 EKr i[G(Pr )> •
Hence, to prove the lemma i t  is enough
E^’ tG lu ,)> 8 e “ 2{G (u2) }
P l u2 p -i +p .We can id e n tify  EK1 , i K and El K
polynomial ring K[X,Y] := K [X °, Y6 :Y Y OEM.-J *
indeterminates over K) as follows:
Extend lin e a r ly  to the whole of i
e - e B e .  0 . . . 0 e . n x'
1 1, i 2 oepi
X“  . V®
8 e ,  8 . . 8  e ,  < I r  ( J  t  K n .u , ) )
' J  ' J ,  ’  ' J 2 --------- J H Bepo'2
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to the whole of EW1 0 l k w
EM2 the map
e i 8 e j " "  Vjaejj-| a Beu 2 8
We id e n tify EW1
l k
e ' 2 ’ l k and
cul +u2 w ith  th e ir  images in K[X ,Y ],
Consider eii ^ i Q ... ■tG(u, ) )
Ml
e EK , th is  is  zero unless
'l  12 "1
are a l l  d is t in c t .  So now assume they are a l l  d is t in c t ,  then1 2 ’ Uj
under th is  id e n tif ic a tio n  i t  is  the determinant o f the n*n matrix
x! ,  x! ,
V1 ' x. . X1*h
. “ ' ! . V1
Pi ul











where (h^.hg, . . »h  ^ } = F i>- . { i i , i 2 » » * » 'i^ }  * wl + V 1 - n  * anc* ^ence
± the determinant o f the matrix
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0 . . . 0 1 0 . . . 0 
0 0 1 0 .................... 0
0 ....................0 1 0 . . 0
obtained from 4  ^ by permuting the columns (thus the la s t  n-y  ^ rows 
have a l l  en tries zero except fo r one e n try  equal to 1 and no column of 
4>x contains more than one entry equal to  1).
v2
S im ila r i ly ,  e- 9e. 9 . . .9 e .  . {G (y 9 ) }  e E., ,
J 2 J i.2 i  *
determinant o f the n*n matrix
i f  not zero, is  ± the
the la s t  n-w2  columns having exactly  one entry equal to 1 , the rest 
zero and no row having more than one e n try  equal to 1.
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I t  follows that det«x det*Y = det4>x$Y "*s *  the ima9e of 
e1(G(y1)} 9 ej (G(p2) }  1n K[X ,Y ] . Le t * X*Y * (aa6)at6t.n • then
deux»y = ^ G(n)c(«>)»l0(l)*2<,(2)"*„<,(„) •
Since u^ +Mg > n each product ai 0( i  ) a2o (2 ) *' ,ano(n) conta n^s a t l east
one a , . w ith a < p, , o (a ) < p0 * hence 
a o [ a )  I — c
a ( a )
xa Yo(a) (A)
Now, each a i c ( i ) a20 (2 ) ' ' ' ano(n) i s  homo9eneous to ta l degree 
<p -|+p2 in the X 's  and Y 's  (maximum degree o f X 's  is  p-j , of Y ’ s 
is  u£ )• I f  i t  is  degree exactly p^+p2 i t  must be the image of some 
x e ^ . But then by (A) th is  terra is  d iv is ib le  by E X ° y s t * )* ven  v  v
P-i+Uo
(some a<>ii ,o(a)<p2) , so (tran s la t in g  back to EK and using (4 .3h))
M-i+Pp.+
x is  in lmBao (a ) • The remaining terms in the expansion of det$x*Y 
are a l l  homogeneous o f to ta l degree <p j +;j2 in the X 's  and Y 's and 
must therefore cancel since det*x<i>Y is  ± the image o f 
e..{G(u^)}0 e j{G (u 2) }  and therefore homogeneous o f to ta l degree p-j+p2 
in the X 's  and Y 's .
This completes the proof.
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5.3f Lemma
Let K be any In f in ite  f ie ld .  I f  X e Ar *+(G) (r>2) is  perm issible
then Vx Kr\ kerKBr  / {0} .
Proof
We show tha t the generator ^ ( x )  = eh (x )* ^ X^  ^x,K ^ es ™  
kerKer .
I f  [x ]  has f i r s t  column of length <£ then i t  is  c le a r  that 
eh(x) e e^ rK®r  ( reca^  the d e fin it io n  o f  h (x ) (5 .1 g )).  Hence, fo r any 
(a .b ) e J 0( r )  by (4 .3 f) 3ab(eh (x ) ) = B (e h (x )a .eh (x )b )eh(x)ra>b] - 0 
because B (ev ,ev , )  = 0 fo r  any v ,v '  < t . Therefore f h^xj e kerKer 
since kerbs'" is  a KG(r) submodule o f  the KG(r) module e £ .
Suppose now that the length o f the f i r s t  column is  m >_ t  + 1 . Then 
the second column (and a l l  other columns) is  o f length a t most n-m<fc . Thus, 
i f  there is  some (a ,b ) e J ( r )  such th a t Bab(eh(x)^ *  ® then a an<* b 
must be elements of the f i r s t  column of T* . For such a x suppose 
tha t f h (x) t  kerKer  , then Bab( f h (x ) ) / 0 fo r some (a ,b ) e J ( r )  .
Now, the transposition t = (a ,b ) l i e s  in  C(x) so tha t f b^xj = eh(x) 
x ( 1 - t ) fo r some x e e£ (group together terms eh (x ) (1,_1IT) )  • But it; can 
be seen from the d e fin it ion  o f 8flb th a t Bab(x) = Bab( xx) fo r  any 
x e l rK , (s ince  B :Ek * Ek K 1s  sym metric). So Bab( f h ( X) )  *
Bab( x) • Bab(xx) = 0 , a con trad ic tion . Hence f ^ xj E ker|<Br , as 
required.
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Proo f o f Theorem 5.3c
F ir s t ,  notice that for A e AP,+(G) (p >_ 2) then 
hp vx q = vx Qn  kerp Bp . Thus (5 .3 f) im p lies  that i f  A is  
perm issible then hpVx q j* {0 } . The converse is  true using (5.3d) 
s ince  Vx Qc  Eg{C(x)> by (5 .1k). For p - 0,1 , hpVi  g • Vx>g and 
a l l  x e A0 ,*(G ) u  A1,+(G) are perm issib le.
For A l Ar *+(G) perm issible, we denote the irred uc ib le  Sr  g (r )  
module hrVJ>p by v j  g .
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§6. Representations 2
Throughout K w i l l  denote an in f in i t e  f ie ld ,  char K j  2 , unless stated 
otherwise and n = 2*.+l («. > 0 ) when used in  connection with
r K “  ■
6.1 The irreduc ib le  Kr modules Ar E^
For any integer r  > 0 we denote the KG module E^ tG (r)) by ArEK 
and fo r  i c l ( n , r )  the element e ^ G t r ) )  by Ae, or e( A e ,A  •
Then ei = e(o )Aejp fo r  a l l  oeG(r) , so that n e f » 0  i f  i p - i p . 
fo r  some o V o ' c r  . Thus Ar EK - (0 ) 1f r  > n and fo r r  < n ArE „  
has basis (ne, : 1 < 1, < i 2« . . .< ir  i n ) .  He also define A °EK: - K .
Now, by (5.1k) V r  * Ar EK ( r  <. n) where l r : * (1 ,1 , . . .  ,1 ,0 .0 ........ 0)
r,+ 1 ,K
e A (G) ( r  l* s ) .
For g e G , j  e I (n , r )  we have
6,1a
E C
i e l ( n . r ) i j
( 9 )Ae.
but since A e, - 0 i f  i p - 1p , some o t  p ' e r  we can rew rite  th is  sum 
as
g-*ej E.
i e l (n . r )
i e l (n . r )
t o ^ ( r> '<° )Ci - J l9 )
l a l i j  ne,
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where i ( n , r ) :  = ( i e l ( n . r )  : 1 < 1
the determinant of the matrix
9i l j l 9ll J2
“1
■ • ' V r
9i 2Jl S' 2J2 V r
9V j i 9V J2 • ' ' V r
6.1c Theorem
For any Integer 0 <  r  < n and in f in i t e  f ie ld  K , A EK is  
irred u c ib le  as a KG module and therefore 0 K ’  V, r  R '
Proof See fo r  example [G,p.67].
We sha ll show the corresponding r e s u lt  fo r  r = 02l+1(K) holdS a lS °*  
ie .  when considered as a Kr-module each Ar E|( (0 « r  < n) is ir red u c ib le  
(char K f  2) . We f i r s t  prove the fo llow ing  standard re s u lt.
6 . Id Lemma
The Kr modules Ar EK and An' r E^ 8 a " e k are isomorphic.
Proof
We define a b ilin ea r  form
f  : Ar E „ « An_rE„(1) K
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by
(1 1 ) x1A.x2A.AXr^ J ( y 1)A J ( y 2 )A . .A j ( y n_r ) - F ( x ] a  . .  . ax^ a . . .A yr )Aeu
where x^,x2 , . . . ,xr , y j , y 2 >. . . ,yn_r  e EK , u = ( 1 ,2 , . . . , n )  and J  1s the 
matrix o f the b ilin ea r  form B : K which defines r ( 0 .3 c ( i i i ) )
so that J ( e y ) = e^ - (wen) .
F is  well defined since c le a r ly  our d e f in it io n  is  a lternating  m  
the places o f both x.|AX2 a . . .AXr and y ^ y ^ . . -Ayn_r  •
Claim F is  non s ingular.
We compute the matrix of F with respect to the bases 
Xr  = (A e , : i e i ( n . r ) )  of ArEK and Xn_r  = ( J (/ \ e j ) : je î (n ,n - r ) )  of 
An’ r EK (notice  that th is  matrix is  square since 
I i ( n . r ) | - ( J )  - ( nür ) - |î(n .n- r)|) .
For Ae^ e Xf  ,Aej e Xn. r  , FlAe^, JfrAej) )  i s  the co e ff ic ie n t A c X 
appearing in
e . a e. a  . . .Ae..a e . a  e . a  . 
r  J 1 J Z
..x e j = x . f e ^ e jA .  .Aen) .
This is  zero unless « i - V - i r.j,.j2.....jr} - n . and fo r each
i e I ( n , r )  there is  p rec ise ly  one j  e I (n ,n - r ) such that th is  is  so. 
For th is  j  } F(Ae.j, J(A e^ )) = ± 1 and i t  fo llow s immediately that 
<F(Ae,. J ( « j ) ) i e! (n , r ) . je i (n ,n - r )  1s non s , "9u 1 a r- This completes the 
proof o f the claim .
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Let g e r ,  then g*Jg ■ J  implies gt J  = J g a n d  hence, by 
applying gt  to both sides o f ( i i ) ,  we have
gt x1A ...A g t xr A Jtg '/ sy^  . .  J(g~Ayn_r )
- F ^ a . .  .AXr ,y 1A . .  .Ayn. r ) (d e t  g)Aeu .
Hence F (x ,y )  = F (g t x ,g "^y).det g ( fo r  a l l  x e Ar EK , y e An rEK , 
g e r )  ie .
( H i )  F (x .gy ) - F id 1* .y j.d e t  g
fo r  a l l  x e Ar E^ , y e a" - fEk and g e r .
This implies that (An' r EK) ° 0 AnEK where (An” r EK) °
'w* con travarian t' dual of a" for g e r ,  x e An_rEK
f  e(An' r EK)*  (the dual space Hom (^An r i:k ,k )> then
g . f (x )  = f(w*g (x ))  * f (g t ( x ) )
(where we id e n tify  g e r with its  image in  s£ (r) then w*g = g* 
(5 .1 (p .100)).
6.1e Remark
By follow ing through the proof of (6 . Id ) we can see that the KG 
isomorphism Ar E^ An r E^ 0 AnE^ maPs Ae i ( i e l ( n , r ) )  to
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e Ae .* 0 Ae where 1* - ........ 1* J  c I (n ,n - r )  1s uniquelyn,r 1 u i t  n-r
defined by (T*> ■ n>* i i )  and en r  - ± 1 .
6 . I f  Co ro llary
Le t K = Q , A = Ar *+(G) be permissible with the  f i r s t  column of 
[A] o f length m> t  and A* e Ar '* +(G) ( r * = r-2m+n) be the p a r t it io n
w ith shape [A ']  derived from [A] by replacing the f i r s t  column of [A] 
w ith one o f length n-m .
Then v j g is  isomorphic as a Qr module to the (irred u c ib le )
Qr-module V^, g 0 AnEg •
Proof
Let M'j > Mg £.•••£ be the lengths of the columns of [A] (u  ^ ■ m).
By ( 6 . Id )
W, Wo w_ r
A 'Eg 0 A "Eg 0 . . .0  A r Eg = e J{C(A)>
is  isomorphic as a Qr module to
An’ “ ' E geAW2Eg8 . . .  eA‘l r Eg8AnEg » E5 'fC (A '))8 A "Eg
(using appropriate id en tif ica tio n s  of the tensor products with E^ iC (A )) 
and Eg(C (A ') }  as in  the proof of (5 .3 d )).
Now, v j  g c  E j (C (» ) )  and » J,  gC  E?^EC(X-) )  so to prove the co ro lla ry
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we need only show that under the isomorphism q is  mapped to
v j .  g 0 AnEg . But since both are irreduc ib le  i t  i s  enough to show that
one element of g is  mapped in to  V^, g 6 AnEg .
Consider = eh(x) e Vx Q ’ then by ( 6 -le ) th is  is  maPPed
to ± eh (x*) (C (X * ) }  0 A e u (since the component o f ^h(x) A ' e *
elAe2A ’ * ‘Aey * maPPed t0 e2A " Aen-p ® A eu ) ' But
eh (A. ) { C (X ' ) }  = f h (x ')  e VX' Q and we are i in is h e d -
6.1g Remark
Let X e A +(G) be permissible. I f ,  in a d d it io n , the f i r s t  column of 
[X ] is  o f length < i  we say X is  adm issible. C le a r ly  for each admissible 
x there is  a permissible X' e A+(X) whose f i r s t  column is  o f length > i ,  
which gives r ise  to X using the method described in  ( 6 . I f )  and v ice  versa.
We return to our study of the spaces Ar EK .
Let B :Ek x Ek -► K be the non singular symmetric b ilin ea r  form which 
y ie ld s  the odd orthogonal group (n = 2 t+ l), then B gives r ise  to a non 
s ingular symmetric b ilin e a r  form
6 . 1 h
ArB:Ar EK » Ar EK » K 
defined by extending lin e a r ly :
Ar B (M 1 ,/wJ ) :  = Br (e r e j ( G ( r ) ) )
: = Br {e 1 { G ( r ) ) . e j )
(fo r  a l l  i , j  e I ( n , r ) ) .
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This form is  's  -contravariant' since B :E K • K is  (-
Ar B U ( * e . ) .Nej)- Ar B(Ae1 , s % (A e j ) )
( fo r  a l l  i , j  e I ( n , r ) ,  ♦ e s£(G)) .
Now, le t  a e Ar ( r )  then the weight space Ar EK o f Ar EK , 
a Kr module, is  the span o f those Ae. ( i  e I ( n , r ) )  with i e 
such tha t A* = o . I t  follows tha t i f  a ^ -6 e Ar ( r )  then 
ArB(Ar E j ,  Ar E‘ B) - 0 since Ar B(Ae1 .Ae^) t  0 i f f  T  - jw (some
and i f  i e x ( A* = a) then T = (T ^ T g ........ T r ) c A' - ( V xn-1'
(A 1* = -a) .
Me can now prove:
6 .1i Theorem
For any in f in ite  f ie ld  K (char K / 2) and integer 0 < r 
Ar EK is  an irred uc ib le  Kf-module.
Proof
By ( 6 . Id ) we need only show that each Ar EK (0 < r  < t )  is  
So suppose 0 < r  < t . I f  r  .  0 the theorem is  ce r ta in ly  true 
* °E k  - K by d e fin it io n , so consider r  > 0 .
Ue show f i r s t  that Ar EK is  generated as a Kr moduie by
: *  •
• lb ) .
as
A e Ar (G)
« e G ( r ) )
, Xi)
<_ n ,
irred u c ib le .
since
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We define the follow ing elements o f r :
( t )  Let gu e r (ucn) be the element such th a t  g^e^ ) - e^ , g „ (^ ;)  • %
and g „ ( ' v> * ev (s' <* »•*■) •
(11) Let X, « r ( n cG (a ) ) be the element such tha t
*.<ep) ’  e . (e )  (p e (then \ ( *i> * (o E •
( i i i )  Let hp e r (p e i )  be the element w ith  l ’ s down the diagonal, 
a 1 in  the ( t+ l.o ) th place, a - 1  in  the ( c , l+ l ) th place and 
zeros elsewhere. Then ^p( ep) = e£+l+ep an<^  c*oes n° t  change e^,
( p ‘ e l  , p 1 t p ) •
Now, le t  i e I ( n , r )  with i  1 , i 2 ........ i r  d is t in c t  and i p t  t+1
( p e r ) .  Using g, to change each e. ( i  > i + 2 )  to e- (without 
q q Q
a lte r in g  e.- (1 < i ) )  we can assume that ^ i*^ 2 * "‘ " , ^r — * • Now, there
’ p P
is  some * e G ( t )  such that xw(Aeu ) = A e i . We can now use the hp (pet.) 
to obtain /\e^ w ith j q = t+1 (some q e r )  from A e y and th is  shows 
th a t Ar E„ is  generated as Kr module by Ae as required.
K ur
Now, ur  = ( 1 ,2 , . . .  , r )  e I ( n , r )  is  of w eight w: = l r  =
(1 ,1 ,. .  ,1 ,0 ,. .  ,0 ) e Ar (G) ( r  £  t  1 *s ) and the re fo re  by (5 .2 c) and the
preamble to th is  theorem . Ar E"* - K.ae .
r
Now, le t  M be a Kr sub-
module o f Ar E^ , then M is  a sum t Ma 
aeAr ( r )
o f  i t s  weight spaces.
Suppose Mw / (0> , then K.Ae e M 
ur
which implies th a t H .  *r E|C
So assume Mw ■ {0 } , then M c. r  Ar Ea . 
a^w*
Notice also that
M‘ w* = { 0 } since i t  is easy to see that for any Kr module V and
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a e A (r) then J (V a ) - V '“  . Now, le t  x t  Ar EK , then x • aA e^
so tha t m_w» = 0 and hence
ArB(x,m) ■ 0 .
Thus Ar B(x,M) - 0 fo r a l l  x c Ar EK , but Ar B Is  non s ingu la r, hence 
M « {0 } and we are fin ished.
6.1 j  Remark
In the proof o f (6 .1 i ) we have used the fa c t  that i f  <j> e Sr K ( r )  
then s \  e Sr  K( r )  . Recall tha t we have defined s f  : K [r ]  -*■ K [r ]  such 
tha t the following diagram commutes:
fo r some <|> e Sr  K(, ( r ) C  Sr  k (G) . By (6.1 j )  s %  is  also contained in
Sr  K( r )  so that for m e M
Ar B(x,m) ■ ArB ($ k e u ) .*")
- ArB(Aeu ,s% (m ))
r
where s%(m ) e M is  a sum EmQ (a e Ap( r ) )  , m^ e Ma .
But, now Ar B(Aeu ,ma ) = 0 unless -w = a  and moreover M ( 0 )
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K+[G] S -  K+[G]
*
s r
K[r] r -  K[r]
(see ( 2 .6g ) ).
Now, s r (Kr C r]) = Kr Cr] and i t  therefore induces a map 
V  '■ Sr . K f )  *  Sr,K<r >
such tha t S *(eg) = e^ where g = (g ^ )  = ( i j j )  - 0 gl  J  = g '  (g e r )
(and cg c Sr  K( r )  1s evaluation a t g ) .  Thus, s p 1s an antiautomorphism 
and 1t 1s not hard to see that fo r )  t  Sf  K( r ) £  V  ^(G)
s * U )  * s J U )  •
6.2 The Qr modules g
For each permissible > c A*(G) we sh a ll find  an Irred uc ib le  Qr 
module in Qcr] , the counterpart o f the ir red u c ib le  QG module D^g 1n 
Q+CG] •
We deal f i r s t  with admissible weights, le t  X e Ar,+ (G )(r>0) be 
admissible and define g to be the image o f D jg  under the re s tr ic t io n  
map Vq : Q+[G ] Q lr ]  , (fg  is  a Qr-map, g iving Q+[G ],  QCr] th e ir  l e f t  
Qr module struc tu re : g.c^y * T CpV(9 )cp(, (g e H: = G ,r ,  u .ven )) .
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Define a lso  the Qr-map e J>Q : E¡J - Dj g to be the composition o f 
0X Q : EQ *  Dx g ( 5 . 1 c) w ith th is  re s tr ic t io n .
6.2a Lemma
For r  > 2 lmgBr *+C  ker e ^ g  .
Proof
S ince lmp6r,+ is  spanned by the set { b J ¿ +(« i ) : í  e I (n , r ) ’ ( a ,b ) e J o^r ^  
i t  is  enough to show each 6gb+ e^i^ e ker 0x,Q *
We have fo r i e I (n , r )  , (a ,b ) e J Q( r ) :
9x,Q(6ab (e 1 15 '  ex .Q ^ £n e 1 ( a .b :u, i ) )
"  £„  *Th : Ti ( a . b : w>ï ) *  pell
where h = h(x) .
Ue show that £ (Th : T ,(> ,b:„,ü)> *  ker f Q '
pell
(Th : ^ ( a .b ip . ï ) *  ‘  0^c(x)C<0> C|' ‘>-1 (» .b :v ..ïï)
* 0cC(x)C(0)Ck<»)-< Cho (a )“  \ ( b ) 0 
where k (o ) * ho [a ,b ] ■ h [o (a ),o (b )]o ajj (4 .3 b ).
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Hence
(V Ti(» .t> :^ >  ■ 0‘ C(M e ( 0 > C k ( ° ’ - 1
' o ï c ( X ) t ( ° )Ck<»)-, l \ ( . ) ha ( b ) \ ( . ) Ko ( ' » >
But yn(H ? h ) = 0 ; therefore
9 n„ i » l n, ■■ ■'«(•) o(b)
V ^ V ' C . b : . . ; ) ”  * 0i c ( i ) ‘ (o)Ck < o ) . f \ ( . ) K 0 (b )
Now, since X is  adm issible, every entry in h (hence also in ho) is
< «, . Therefore 6h ^ = 0 for a l l  p,p' e r  and
p p '
V  1  t Th : Ti(a ,b :p ,p )*  “  0 
x  pell
as required.
Denote by n!| g the kernel o f e j_g ; we have:
6.2b Lemma
The orthogonal complement o f nJ q w ith respect to the form 
Br : E j  « E j - Q  is  v j g  - V, ,Q A  kerg6r .
Proof
C le a r ly  Ni g  ♦ l i y r *+C  l i j g  by (6 .2a) and the d e fin it io n  o f
Thus
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< "x ,Q  *  lmQ6 ' ' '  +  >'L 2 ( N[ , Q > '1’
the orthogonal complements taken with respect to Br : Eg * Eg Q 
(though by ( 5 . Ip )  we could a lso  take i t  with respect to Ar  : eq * e q ^ Q) •
But ( nx , q + lmq6 r,+ )i “  ( lmQ6r' * ) J ’
■ vx ,q ^  kerQ8’' ■ VX,Q
by (4 .4 f) and (5 .1q).
Hence ( nx >q )J " a vx,Q s1nce VX,Q Irred uc ib le  (5 .3 c ) end 
(Nj p)X  f  0 (since  then N[ g .  e J  and D8 Q = 0 . but i t  is  easy to 
see that ex _q (eh (x ) ) t  J r jQ ) ■ This completes the proof.
We may now define a non-singular b ilin e a r  form
6 . 2c
( • ) : < . Q  * °x.Q ’ Q 
by
(x ,e J>Q(y ) )  : * Br (x ,y ) 
fo r a l l  x e V ^ g  , y c Eg .
This form is  well defined since Br (x,keroj^g) = 0 and non s ingular 
because i f  x e V^g with ( x . dJ >q ) = 0 then Br (x ,E$ ) - 0 implies x - 0
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Also ( . ) : v j  q * O ^g is  's*-con travarian t' ie .  fo r
x '  v i.Q • z e Dx,Q and ♦  c Sr.Q(r)
(♦ (x ),z ) - (x ,s r * (z ) )
or (g .x .z ) - (x.gT1 z) (g c r)
(th is  follows from the fac t tha t Br  is  s* contravariant (4.1b) and 
remark ( 6 . 1 j ) ) .
This proves tha t o j g  is  isomorphic to the (usual) dual ( v j q )  
Hence, i t  is  simple because Q is ,  moreover:
6,2d Proposition  VI.Q  ^ Dx.Q as Qr -modu' e s-
Proof
For a  e A (r )  notice tha t
■ 1  s*«x> ■ 1  v
where * °  - ( V V l ........ M> '• and hence ( l °>* * and therefore
SX >  • ♦-»  •
l £ C ,J 
XeAr (G)
Now, fo r  any a , 6 e A (r ) , x e we have:
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(♦a ( * ) . * 6 ( l ) )  '  ( x . V V * B(l>>
■ («• ♦ - a - V *»
= 0 unless -a = 6 .
I t  follows tha t the re s tr ic t io n  of ( , ) to ^ v j^ g  * ♦_aDJ fg
is  non degenerate and therefore
<“ " q < Q >  = di"'qK,q>'“ ■
But, i t  is  easy to see that
J- K , q ) ‘“ * K . q ) “
and hence
d1mq < q > °  '  d1V Dx.q>“ ■
Now, the characters of v J  q and dJ >q are the same and therefore 
they are isomorphic Qr modules.
6.2e Remark
The proof above is ju s t a special case of the argument o f [Wo,p.42).
Recall tha t as a KG-module a" e k is  isomorphic to
0 - K.(T :T ) « .K  10] (6 .1c) and therefore » JD  ) C .R l r )  isu n i  u u ' +l n i n tK
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isomorphic as a KG-module to AnEK . Denote f^ D  n ) C. K [r] by
r 1 *KD
l n ,K
Now, le t  A e A+(G) be permissible with the f i r s t  column of [A] 
of length > i  and A' e A+(G) be i t s  associated admissible weight.
I t  fo llow s from ( 6 . I f ) ,  (6 .2d) and the remarks above that
A,Q r.Q
as Qr-modules.
Fu rth e r, we can c le a r ly  id en tify  dJ . q »  0 ^  with the Qr-submodule 
(x .y  c Q [r) : x c o j . ^ . y  c 0 ^ 1
of Q [r l . Denote th is  Qr submodule by .
Now, i t  is  not hard to see tha t we can define a s con travarian t non 
s ingu lar b ilin e a r  form
( • > : VAr,Q 9 °I.Q " Q
using the id e n tif ica tio n s  above and the form re lated  to admissible A' . 
To complete the p ictu re we have
6 .2 f Proposition
A e A+(G) permissible then
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DrX,Q V D;Q^X.Q )
Proof
I f  x is  admissible th is  1s ju s t  a d e fin it io n , so suppose X is  not 
adm issible and l e t  x' be i ts  associated admissible weight in  A+(G) .
Now, the Kr isomorphism (6 . le )  AmE^ ** ^  ® AnE^
takes A e , »  ^ . „ A e , ,  8 A e u where 1, < 1 , ■
V  ^  « C „  *"«  ‘ V V - V V z ........ Vm > ’  -  a" d * « , .  "  1 1
depends only on n and m . In  p a rticu la r i f  i = ( l ,2 , . . ,m )  then 
1 * - ( l , 2 ,..,n -m ) so fo r any g c r the co e ffic ie n t o f . .Aem in
g (A e j) ( j  e I(n ,m )) is  the same as that of e iAe2A--Aen.m in
V
« 1 . 1 91 . 1 -— * 1 , 1_ 1 2  m s' . u
g2 , i
= e .detg n,m 92 . ’ i
V i , ............ 9m,i1 m
I t  now fo llow s immediately from the d e fin it ion  o f bideterm inant (5.1h) 
tha t fo r  any 1 e I ( n , r )  (|x | - r )  there is  some j  e I ( n . r ' )  (|x *| » r ' ) 
such th a t fo r  a l l  in f in ite  f ie ld s  K:
h( r r V > 0V < V ) !T1 > • ■ " . * det(C )(T '
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where C = (c  ) and m is  the length of the f i r s t  column of [ X ] .'  viv w.vejl
In  view o f the resu lts of the la s t  section we may as well consider 
only those perm issib le X e A+(G) which are also admissible since any 
Z-form we have fo r q when tensored with the determinant function w i l l  
c e r ta in ly  g ive  a Z-form of dJ ,  q , where X’ is  the permissible weight 
associated w ith  X .
Le t X e Ar,+ (G) be adm issible, we have the s .e .s . o f Qr-modules:
By r e s tr ic t in g  q to e £ we have the s .e .s . o f Z-modules:
Now, DTx  z C  Q [r] is  c le a r ly  torsion free and f in i t e ly  generated 
Z-module, i t  is  therefore a free Z-module. Hence, fo r  any in f in ite
le tt in g  K = Q we are fin ished .
6.3 A Z-form of d !^  q
6.3a
where q d V + t N M ) ‘
6.3b
where z is  the image of e £ under and M ^z = Mx ,Q n  E Z *
as a
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f ie ld  K (char K f  2) we have a s .e .s .  o f Kr-modules:
"x ,Z k a e J  - i A  k e o J z -  o
where the action  o f Kr is  given by (3 .2a).
For K « Q i t  is  c lea r tha t Q 8 dJ  z is  isomorphic as Qr-module 
to Dx 0 thus dimK oj z 8 K ■ dimg dJ _ q ■ rank o f Dx Z  as a free 
Z-module, and therefore 0X z 1s an admissible Z-form of Dx>g ,
(c le a r ly  c f (D j>2) <x Z [ r l )  ' (3 .2 ,p .64 ).
Now, is  natu ra lly  isomorphic as a Kr-module to K 8 Ez v ia  the
Kr-map e j  1 1  e f t  (  8 e J  ( i  e l (n , r )  , e^ : - e f e E j  ) and we may 
therefore id e n t ify  K 8 Mx z with a Kr-submodule M ^ c  e £ . Our aim is  
to find  a spanning se t fo r th is submodule.
When K - Q we know that Mx>g - lmgB* ♦ Nx_g and therefore we may 
well ask the question: is  Mx  ^ = O m|<8 + Nx,K^ *
Le t ffx K = (lmKB+ + Nx>k) then we have a s .e .s .  of Kr-modules.
CX . K - °
where Cx K : =■ e J/H j  k  , and eX K is the natural map. 
Now, Rx K is  spanned by the se t o f elements
XK - { ¡^ ¿ * (e , ) .  R1 ,R2 .R3: (a .b ) c J ( r ) .  i e l ( n . r ) )
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of e £ , where R1 ,R2  and R3 are the elements spanning N ^ K given in  
(5.1m).
Hence, with K = Q we see that Mx z contains the se t Xg and
moreover i t  is  easy to  see that XK (any K) is  mapped to
8 XQ “  {1K 8 x : X e V  K 9 E i under the Kr isomorphism
a : e £ -  K 6 E j  , thus Rx , k 4 Mx , k . We now have the follow ing
commutative diagram
K 9 HX.Z -» K 8 E j ' " U  K . D ^
m  I f 1 ? - 1 J
r x , k *  e k *  b x . k
where i is  the Kr-monomorphism induced by o and k **" K 0 °A Z
is  the Kr-epimorphism given by:
j (e l K (x )) ■  1 *  eI,Q<“ (x >> (x e e k > •
isomorphism. In  f a c t ,  unless the ch a ra c te r is t ic  of K is  zero or large , 
the work of Lancaster and Towber [LT] implies that we must add more elements 
to k . In the next section we construct the l ik e ly  candidates.
6 .4 Generalised Weyl operators
In  (4 .3 ) we defined Kr-maps e jb> 6^ *  ( r  » 2. (a ,b ) t  J ( r ) )
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follow ing W eyl's work in  ch a ra c te ris tic  zero. Here, we define 'generalised 
Weyl operators ', functions on tensor products of the Kr-modules Ar EK (r>2).
Let K be any f ie ld ,  B :EK " E ^ K  any non s ingular symmetric 
b ilin e a r  form and rB the subgroup of G i t  defines.
6.4a
For f  > 2  , r  > f  , le t  a1 ,a 2 ........ af  e r  be d is t in c t .  Define
[a 1 ,a 2 , . . , a f ] : r- f  •» r  to be the unique order preserving map such tha t 
Imla1 ,a2 , . . , a f l « r  \  { a 1 ,a2 , . . , a f } . C learly  when f « 2  th is  coincides 
w ith our previous d e fin it io n  (4 .3 a ). We also have the corresponding re su lt 
to (4.3b):
6.4b
Let r  i  f  and u e G (r) then there exists a unique
* e G (r- f)  such that the follow ing diagram conmutes:a 1 ,a2 , . . , a f
[ar a2 , . . , a f ] 
r- f  -----♦ r
V * ...... f  1 l ’
r- f . ----- » r
[w(a1 ).ir (a 2 ) , . . , i , (a f ) l
As before, fo r i e I ( n , r )  we w rite  i [a 1 ,a2 , . . ,af ] : r^ f r  fo r  the
composition o f [a^ ,a 2>..  ,a^] with i , then i [a^ ,a2, . .  ,a^] is  id en tif ied
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with an element of I (n , r - f )  . Denote by i a the element
(1 ,1 , ........ 1a ) e I ( n , f ) . F in a lly ,  w rite  G (a ,,a ? , . . ,af )
al a 2 af
subgroup {it e G (r) : nta^ ,a 2 , . . ,a^} * {a^ ,a2, •• ,af } o f G (r)
fo r  the
Le t f > 2 ,  r ,s  > f  , a = i a ] ,a2, . .  ,af ) £ (ap 's  d is t in c t )
and b = ,b2, . .  ,bf ) ft s (bp 's  d is t in c t ) .  For i e I (n , r )  , h e I (n ,s )
define F ( i , h )  e Ar _ fE^ 0 As " f EK by:
6.4c
F ( i . h )  "  ^ (A e ^ ./ v e ^ )  Aei[a J  0 Aeh[b]
where Af B : Af EK * Af EK ■» K is  the non s ingular symmetric b il in e a r  form 
induced by B : E^ * + K .
6 ,4d Lemma
For ir c G(a) ft G (r )  and x e G ( b ) f t G ( s ) ,  then
F (itt ,hx) = e (t t)e (x )F ( i ,h ) .
Proof
Since n fixes a = (a ] ,a2 , . . . ,af ) i t  factorizes into two parts *a 
and na where ma e G (a) is  the id en tity  outside a and na is  the 
id en tity  on a , then w - *aita - itama . C le a r ly , we can id e n t ify  *a , 
when necessary, with an element of G (r- f) such th a t tr[a] * [a]m : r- f  ■» r- f . 
S im ila r i ly  t  ■ xbTb - xbt b and t b can be id e n tif ied , when necessary, 
with an element of G (s- f) such tha t t [b ] - [b ]t : S ; f  s^f .
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Now, A e, r , ® A e hTfhi “ Ae a ® Ae b “  1ir[a] hxlb] i [ a ] i i a h [b ]T °
t ( i . , )c (Tb )(A e1[a] 8 A e h [b ] ) and also
Af B (*e . ,A e h ) - Af B(Ae, • Aeh
'<a) , (b )  - , (a )  t fc(b)
Af B(j\e . Ae ) • e (*  )c (»  )Af B(Ae, ,Aeh 
V »  hb 'Tb a b




e (* )e (x )F ( i .h )
We can now define a KrB map Bab : Ar EK8AsEK 
as fo llow s: fo r each i e l ( n , r )  , h e l(n ,s ) le t
K
6.4e
eIb<Aei 8 A e h ) E e (ir )e (x )F (iir ,h x )(* .* )
where (n ,x ) e G (r )  x G (s ) run over a transversal fo r  the set o f r ig h t 
cosets o f G (a) * G(b) in  G (r )  x G (s ) .
This map is  well defined and by (6.4d) does not depend on the choice of 
transversal o f G (a) x G (b) in  G (r) x G (s) . C le a r ly , fo r g e r 0 ,
= 6ab9 ' so that **  a KrB map‘
6 .4 f Remark
Le t o c G (r )  x G (s) then o (a ,b ) « (c ,d )  e r  x s and o .G (a ) x G(b) 
is  p re c ise ly  the se t o f a l l  elements o f G (r) x G (s) which take (a ,b ) to 
(c ,d ) . Conversely, i f  c ,d  are subsets of r ,  £  o f size f  then there is
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some o e G (r )  * G (s) such tha t o (a ,b ) - (c .d ) , we define such an 
element d) - ( * ( c ) ,T (d ) )  as follows: assume* without loss of
gen era lity ,, that
( i ) c = ( c , . c 2,. *cf  i ■ * l c f+l ,c f+2 "  ••'r-f* with
C1 <C2<..<C^ ,
and c f+l ' cf +2 <••< cr . f
i n ) d = (d r d2 - • I ' d ■ (df t r df+2 , " ,ds - f)
with d^<d2<..<d^
and df i  ‘ df +2 ns . f
( i n ) isa_ '  (a f i •af +2 • • ■ • V f ) .  I ' b * lb f+ l,bf» 2 ’ -••»S-f1
\ in  some fixed
order and define e G (r) by n( c ) ( ap) = cp (pe£) and
T (d) e 6 ( r )  by x(d ) (bv ) = dy (ves) .
We can now rew rite  (6.4e) as:
6 .4g









A rs , A
V b  *
Ar " 1 EK«A!
where the two v e r t ic a l maps are those given by mapping a basis element
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e i 8 «. Ep+p to Ae.. 8 Ae^ e Ap Ek 8 Ap EK (p ,p ' > 0 ) .
In fa c t B^sb oA - ± ( a  o for any c e r  ,
d e {r+1 ,r+2 , . . . ,r+s) and Ao = 0 i f  c,d e r  or
c,d  e {r+1,r+2,. . . ,r+ s). Thus, the 'generalised Weyl operator' B ^ b
is  a true generalisation o f the maps o f (4 .3 ).
6.4i
We define the Krg map
• ? . ?  * r - %  •
to be the map dual to e£sb ie .
Ar -SB(s ” ^ (x ) y )  ■ Ar ‘ f>s' f B ( x , e " b(y>)
for a l l  x c *r " f E|( 0 As _ fEK and 1  e »rEK » ASEK where for any 
o .o ' » 0 Ap ,p ' b : A °Ek 0 ap ' e k « APE 0 Ap ' e k »  K is  the non s in gu la r 
symmetric b ilin e a r  form induced by B : E^ * E^ ♦ K so that fo r i , j  e I(n ,p ) 
h,k e I (n .p ')
Ap ,p ,B(/vei 8Aeh^ e j 8Aek): - ApB(Ae^ .Ae^ )AP B(Aeh^ e k) .
6 .4j Lemma
For i e I ( n . r - f ) ,  h e I (n ,s - f ) :
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“ i Sb*(Aei 8Aeh> * 1  Af B (Ae,.Aek)f,e.
1 <_k-j <kg<-. .<k^<n
!k)^e i ( a : j ) °  Aeh(b :k )
where i ( a : j ) e I ( n , r )  is  the unique element such that i ( a : j ) a = j p (pe£)
and i ( a : j ) [ a ]  = i , and h (b :k ) e I (n ,s )  is  the unique element such th a t
h (b :k )b = k (pef) and h (b :k )[b ]  = h .
P p
Proof
The set X o f elements
{Ae..0fSe  ^ : 1 < i ^ < i - • .< ir _^<n,l<hi<h2 < .. .<h$_f <n}
is  a basis o f Ar _ f EK 9 AS~f EK and the set Y o f elements ^ ei ( a : j ) 0 ,Xeh (b :k ) 
which are non zero, where 1 < ji< j2 <* * *<'*f—n ’ ^^Hi<kg<-. .<kf^n and 
A e i 8Aeh c X , is  a basis o f ArEK 0 as Ek . Thus, i t  is  enough to show th a t, 
fo r  each x e X , y  e Y
Ar , s B(BgS£+( x ) ,y )  = 0 unless there is  some ^  ei ( a : j • ) 0,veh (b :k ' )  E Y w ith  
i ( a ; j *  )W(C) = P (a ; j )  ( some c  L  » l c l = and h(b :k ’ ) T(d) = q( b :k ) 
(some d c s  , |d| = f )  when i t  is  equal to
Let x = Ae.j 8Ae^ e X then
c ( ' (c )> €:(T( d ) )AfB(Aej ' ,Aek ' ) (A)
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Notice that = p (a :j ) k ' - q (b :k)
Now, Ar , s B(x,B^sb(y ) )  = 0 unless there is  some ce . r  , |c| * f  and 
cTc. s_ , |H| = f  such that p ( a : j ) [ c ]  = i and q(b:k)[<J] = h when i t  is 
then equal to
But c = c , d = H since otherwise p (a : j )  (q (b :k ) )  , which 
contains i (h) as some of i t s  e n tr ie s , would contain a rep etition , 
i p (hp) and then A ep a^ . j j  = 0 (*eq(b :k ) = ° ) »  a contradiction.
Thus (A) « (B ) , since c(o^c d j )  - c^^(c) T^( d)^ *
6.4k Remark
( i )  By (6 .4 h ), when f  = 1 we have Basb+ ° A  = ± (A o  Bc*d’+) 
fo r  any c c r  , d e { r + 1 ,r+2 , . . .  ,r+s) and since \ o  e£+^ ’+ = 0 i f  
c,d  e r  , c ,d  e {r+ 1 ,r+2 , . . . ,r+s} our de fin it ion  o f B ^ *  a true 
generalisation o f the maps o f (4 .4 ).
( i i )  Let K = Q , then i t  is  easy to see that SgS£+ o A (e i 0 eh) 
( i  e I ( n , r - f ) ,  h e I (n ,s - f ) )  equals:
e<<’ ( c , a p AfB^ eJ " ,Kek " * (B)
with jp ' q (b ;k )T,3 ,(l> ) 1 <PCi) S,nCe(d ) '  p'
“  <’ ( c ) * T(H )) •
♦
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Thus lm B^+ fc  a o  lmer+S,+ when char K = 0 .
The proofs of the follow ing two lemmas follow exactly  those of th e ir  
counterparts (4 .4 f) and (4 .5e) resp ective ly .
6 .4 t Lemma
(lmiyBrs 1!+r*‘ = ker-.B1*!* where the orthogonal complement is  taken with '  K a »b k ao
respect to the form Ar , s B on Ar E^ 8 ASE^ .
6.4m Lemma
Let K be a lg e b ra ica lly  closed. Consider the form A :EK « E ^ K  
(5 .1 ,p .100). By elementary lin e a r  algebra there is  some non singular map 
P :E k -► Ek such that B (Px ,Py) - A (x ,y ) fo r  a i l  x ,y e E^ . For f  > 2 , 
r ,s  >_ f  and a &  r  , b ; s  with |a| ■ |b| -» f  , denote by y J J  and 
Yab + the KrA maps constructed usin9 A as B ^  and B ^ ,+ resp ective ly , 
were constructed using B . Then
* Pr ’ S l ^ h ’
r  Ars » Pr , S ker vrS r K6ab y  KerKYab
where Pr , s :Ar EK 8 ASEK -> Ar EK 8 ASEK is  the nonsingular map induced by
6.5 Modular Reduction o f D,
a .Q
Let K be an in f in ite  f ie ld  (char K * 2) and B :EK * E^ K be the
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non s ingular symmetric b ilin e a r  form y ie ld in g  r = 0^fc+i ( K) .
Let AeAr ' +(G) ( r  > 0 ) and pj > p2 !•••> i y  be the lengths o f 
the columns o f [A ]  . Recall that we can id e n tify  e £ {C (a ) }  w ith the 
tensor product E ^ {G (p j ) }  0 E|^{G (p2 )> 8 . . 0  EKr {G(pr ) )  where G(up) (per.) 
acts  on elements o f the pth column T* o f T*. ( I f  pp = 0,G(pp ) is  empty, 
e£ {G (0 ) } :  = K ), (proof o f (5 .3 d ).)  Using th is  id e n tif ic a tio n  we can define 
a non singular symmetric b ilin e a r  form:
AXB:E£ {C (a )> x e £ {C (A ) }  -  K
by extending l in e a r ly  to the whole o f e £ {C (a) )  x E ^ { (a ) }  the map
Bix^Ox^Q.-Qx ,y 1 0y2 0 ..0 yr ) - n A pB(x ,y )
per
p
where x ,y  e E p{G(p ) }  (per) .
P P p -
Let p ,p ' e r  w ith P < p' . For subsets a o f T* , b o f T*. 
w ith  |a| = |b| = f  , we can define, using the re su lts  o f the la s t  section , 
Kr-maps
6.5b




Bib + : ^ " 2 f (C (A (a ,b :f)>  -  e £{C (a )>
(where C (A (a ,b :f ) )  = G(p-| ) * .  .x6 (pp-f)x»x6 (pp ,- f)x . .*G(ur ))  
as fo llow s:
u
Le t xp e E p{G (Pp)> (p e r )  then (using the id e n tif ica tio n  above) 
extend lin e a r ly  to the whole o f e £ {C (a ) }  the map
6.5d
where
Bib (xl 8xZ ® " ‘ xr )
W » U .
B,£  p < w >  =
d ) . ( 2 ) '  °  °
E y ' ■ 'ey




<G(v - f ) ) )  •
S im ila r i ly ,  for E“ p' f (G (U|j- f ) ) . y « EKP ' ’ f <G< V - f »  •
8^ ( x1 ex2e ..e y De ..e yp ,e . . e xr ) - ( , ) E ( 2 ) xi 0 ' ix e ' ) i -“ xp ' , “ ' s,lr
. V " .
PabP ' rp ' ( y  8y ,)  - E x( , W ? >  (x (1) t E p{G(u ) )W ft ■ 'ft * , . t  «»»» 0 0 P I' Pp P (1 ) ,  (2) c D
,<?> c E*0 {G (e , ) ) )  . and extend lin e a r ly .
P In P
I t  fo llow s, from the d e fin it io n  (6 .5a) o f A^B , tha t ea£ is  the
A
abmap dual to B.
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6.5f
Reca ll (5.1m), tha t the kernel K o f the G-map 
ex,K : + ^  k is  spanned by the se t o f elements u u  R3 where:
( i )  R-, consists o f a l l  e i ( i e l ( n . r ) )  such that T.. has a repeated 
entry in two d is t in c t  places o f some column.
( i i )  R2 consists o f a l l  e ^ - e io je ^  ( ie I(n ,r ) ,o e C (A ) )  .
( i i i )  R3 : = the Garnir re la tion s .
Now, consider the map
w* : E j  »  e £ (C ( j ) )
ej -*ej (C (» ) )  (1 e I ( n . r ) )  .
I t  is  not hard to show that the kernel o f w* is  spanned by the 
elements R^  v-> Rg • Thus, we can fa c to r  K through e £{C (a) }  giving
a s .e .s .
"x .K  *  e£(C(»)) - M .  ojK
where K is  the KG map induced by K and K = w*(Nx K) is  
spanned by the set o f elements R  ^ = ( x . {C (a ) }  : x e R^} •
6.5g
Le t K = Q and a e Ar,+ (G) be adm issible. Recall that we have defined 
the Qr map q : eq ■* q t 0 be the composition o f ex q :Eq ° x q w ith
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re s tr ic t io n  to r ,  (6 .2 ,p .126). By (6 .5 f) we may facto r e j ~ through 
e £ {C (a ) }  g iv ing a s .e .s .
"x.Q *  EQ(C(i))
where ex q is  the map induced by e ^ q  and Mx >q = wq(ma , q) wh*ch 
spanned by the se t o f elements R3 o  R  ^ where R  ^ = ( B ^ +(e^ ) {C (x ) l  : 
a,b e J Q( r ) , i e I ( n , r ) }  .
A lso, by fu rther re s tr ic t io n  we have the s .e .s .
MX . Z * EZ{C<»>
X,Q .
A,Z
where * x Z  « w*(Mx>z) » MX. Z-iC(A>) .
As fo r (6 .3 c), since  ^ is  a free Z-module.we may tensor th is  
s .e .s . w ith any in f in ite  f ie ld  (char K A 2 )  to y ie ld  a s .e .s .
L È 1
E j (C (x ) } UX,Z
Now, e £ (C (x ) 1 is  n a tu ra lly  isomorphic to K 0 E^ iC ix )) v ia  the Kr 
isomorphism ¿ :e * {C (x ) }  -  1 0 ^ (C (A ) )  ( i c l ( n . r ) ,  ejf c e £) and we may 
therefore id e n tify  K 9 Mx z with a Kr submodule o f e £{C (a ) }  . I t  is  
evident th a t iden tify in g  K 9 Mx z as a submodule o f e £ {C (\ )}  is  as good
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as id en tify in g  K 0 Mx 2 as a submodule * our aim as stated ’ n
(6 .3 ).
6.5k
For any in f in ite  f ie ld  K (char K / 2) define ^c. e £ {C (X )} to
be the Kr submodule Nx K+ azbImKPab+ ( sum over a 1 1  ( a »b) E ^  = t subsets 
a,b o f d is t in c t  columns o f T* w ith |a| = |b|>) .
6 .5 t Remark
When K = Q (or any f ie ld  o f ch a ra c te r is t ic  zero), by (6 .4 k (i1 )) 
lmQ6r ,+ . (C (x ) } = E » therefore our d e fin it ion  o f M ^q is
consistent w ith the d e fin it io n  o f (6 .5 h ). Notice also that 
Mj 2 -  Ms (j n  El[(C(x)) contains each 6 ^ +(e ,(C (x ))) ( U l ( n . r ) ,  a.b as
above). Therefore ¿(M K) C K 9 M l Z & K 0  Ez (C(x)} .
As for (6 .3e) we have the follow ing commutative diagram:
6.5m
K 6 "x .Z - . K O  E j {C (x ) )
.1 8V ; i . K 8 °X ,Z
Î  ♦ + a
- e £ (C (x ) ) ®X,K DrMX,K UX,K
where Î  is  the Kr monomorphism induced by a (6 .5 t ) ,  the Kr module
• E^{C(X)>/MX K w ith ex K the natural Kr map and j the Kr
epimorphism given by:
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j(eJ K(x)) - 1 0 eJ#Q(i(x)) (xeEj{C(A)}) .
Our aim is  to show tha t j  is  in je c t iv e  and therefore an isomorphism, 
i t  w i l l  then fo llow  that i(H^ K) ■ K 8 * x z and we w i l l  have our descrip tion  
o f K 8 M>iZ .
6 .5n Remark
From (6.5m) we have:
dimK(o J K) > dimK(K9Dj z ) - Z-rank o j 2 « dimQ o J >Q .
6.5o
Recall lemma (6.4m) in  which we defined y^  * Yab*+ * the KrA 
maps constructed using A : + K (5.1 »p. 100) as 6^  and
were constructed using B : E^ « E^ + K . S im ila r i ly ,  we can define 
Kiymaps Y*b . Y*b* constructed using A as s*b , were constructed
using B (6 .5 b ,c ). Then (6.4m) gives:
6.5p Lemma
Let K be a lg e b ra ica lly  closed. Then there is  some non singular 
P : x EK -v K such that
' v i b *  ■ pX- 'V a b + (a .b ) c nJ
kerKBab '  pX-kerK^b (a ,b ) e n;
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where PX: e£ (C (a ) }  e£{C(A)> is  the non s ingular map induced by
P :E k * E k + K .
6 . 5q
Define PlA K to be the Kr^ submodule NA K + £ lmyX^ + (sum over 
a l l  (a ,b ) e nX) . Then ( 6 . 5p) im plies P*. PiA K ■ K (remember that 
P e G so p \ fK  - Na>k) .
We s ta te , w ithout proof, two re su lts  o f Lancaster and Towber [LTD:
6 .5r Proposition [LT , Prop. 8 .6 ]
F ix A e Ar *+(G) , A adm issible and le t  f  : I ( n , r )  ■+ D be any 
map with values in  an abelian  group D sa t is fy in g  the follow ing conditions 
le t  i e I (n , r )
( i )  f ( i )  = 0 , i f  Ti has equal en tries  in two d is t in c t  places of 
some column.
( i i )  f ( i o )  = s ( o ) f ( i )  any a e C(A) .
( i i i )  (Garn ir re la tio n s ) £ s (o ) f ( io )  = 0
oeG(J)
(fo r  d e fin it io n  o f G ( J )  see (5.1m )).
( i v )  For a,b subsets o f  the elements o f d is t in c t  columns o f TX 
with |a| = f  = |b| then
, 1  f ( 1 (a l ,a2 . . . , a f . b , , . . , b f :hl .h2 , . . . h f ,hl , . . . l i f )
,<hf—n
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Then imf l ie s  in  the subgroup o f D generated by the set ( f ( i ) : 
standard and regu lar) (fo r  d e fin it io n  o f regu lar, which is  not used 
e x p l ic i t ly  here, see CLT]).
6.5s Remark
The re la tion s  ( i ) ,  ( i i )  and ( i i 1) correspond to R1, R2 and R3
Thus, (6 .5 r) says 
dimK(E^ {C (x )}/Pix K) <_ the number o f regular standard X tableau.
and ( i v )  to the re la tion s  given by E Im y^
a ,b
6 .5 t Theorem [LT , Theorem 8 .7 ]
The number o f regular standard x tableau equals the dimension of 
E j{C (x ))/ il|JiQ  .
6.5u Remark
Both o f these resu lts  are purely combinatorial and do not depend on 
Lancaster and Towbers framework.
We can now prove:
6.5v Theorem
The Kr-map j :D j  k - K,S Is  In je c t iv e  and therefore
i  : (Mx>k) • K « H>jZ
Proof
By applying (6 .5 r ,s , t )  we have:
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dimK(E j{C (A )}/ ftx K) < dimc (E [{C (A )}/ ftx>c) .
Now, assume K 
non singu lar maps
K A,K
is  a lg e b ra ica lly  closed , then by (6.5q) there are 
Pk :Ek x Ek K and Pc : E£ x Ef  -> K , such that
pc*x,c ■  A X,C • Hence
dimK(E j{C (A )}/M X J ( ) < dimc (E j{C (A ))/ H x>c) .
But e J{C(X)}/Mx c =• Oj (  -  (  0 D j>z (by (6.5*.) w ith C replacing Q) . 
Thus, since dim( Dx C = ^“ rank ^x z then
dimK(Dx K) <  Z-rank(Dx z)
and therefore by (6.5n)
dimK(DX K> ’  Z‘ ra ',k (°x.Z> = dimK(K 8 “ x .Z 1
and j  must be an isomorphism of Kr modules. Now, i must also be an 
isomorphism o f Kr-modules and we are fin ished  in the case K a lg eb ra ica lly  
closed.
Now, le t  K be any in f in ite  f ie ld  (char K i  2) and K be i t s  algebraic 
closure then we can id e n tify  E^ with a subset o f E^ and therefore 
e£{C (a )> w ith  a subset o f e£ {C (a ) )  in  the natural way. Now 
* .H X K = Mx K since both are sPanned by the same se t o f e1ements- Hence
din’KHx , K Ì d1mKMx.lZ
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and therefore
d1"V Dx,K -  d' l ! 0A,K ’  Z" r* nk(DX.Z) '
Then, by (6.5n) dtnyDj K ■ Z-rank(Dx z) and the theorem follows as fo r 
the case K a lg e b ra ica lly  closed.
6.5w Conjecture
For any in f in i t e  f ie ld  K (char i> 2) Mx K equals the kernel of 
the composition o f ôx K : e £ (C (a ) 1 »  K w ith re s tr ic t io n  f K:kt [G j -> K [r j.
6 .6  The Kr-modules v[  K
As always K is  in f in ite  o f ch a ra c te r is t ic  not two.
6 .6a
For adm issible A e Ar,+ (G ) define Vx K  to be the orthogonal 
complement o f Mx K in e J ( C ( a ) 1 w ith respect to the form AAB (6 .5 a ). 
By (5 . In ) ,  (6 .4e) and the d e fin it io n  o f B*b ( (a ,b ) c n‘ ) we have:
6 .6b
VI ,K  : - VA.Kf t  k* r K»>
where Vx KC  e £ (C (a) )  is  the Carter-Lusztig  Weyl module ( S . l j )  and
ker*B> 1 ■ (a,b)cQA kerkpab •
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I t  follows th a t there is  a non s in gu la r b ilin e a r  form
6 .6c
< ■ ) : VI ,K  " °X ,K  *  K
given by defin ing , fo r  x e K , y  e e£ (C (x ) } :
( x *®x,K<y) ) : ■ AXB<x ,y >
where K : e £ (C (x ) )  (6.5m).
6 .6d Remark
When K « Q by ( 6 . 4h)
kergBX • kerge.(C (x)>
and therefore v j  g as defined in  ( 5 . 39) co incides with our d e fin ition  
here, since i f  x c Vx>gn  k« rg6 the"  x ■ y<C(x)> for some y  c E j  . 
But x.(C(x>) ■ y {C (x » . |C (x ) |  • |C (x)|y (C (x> ) ■ |C (x)|x  . so that
x = |C (X )|* ' x(C(x)> c kerge(C(X)> and Vx g rs kerg 6 =  Vx g n  kergSX •
The reverse inclus ion  follows from the fa c t that
dimg(vx gfi  kerQe*) - dinig Dj g (s in ce  ( 6 .6b) is  non singu lar) and
d1 ll\ )(Vx ,g f' k e r Q6 ) ■ dtmQ g (s in ce  ( , ) is  non s in gu la r).
6 .6e Remark
Having used the Kr-maps e£sb , e£sb+ to good e ffe c t  in  connection
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with modules for r we would lik e  to prove the re su lt corresponding 
to (4.6d) ie .
Conjecture
Let r  ^  2 , then <j> e Sr  K( r )  i f  and only i f  conditions ( i )  and 
( i i )  o f (4 .6d ) hold together with:
«"> ♦ C b ,+ - *
and
«*> ♦ C b  '  ♦
fo r a l l  p , p ' < n ,  p + p ' <_ r  , a ^  p , b c p_' , |a| = | b | .
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The element dp e KCr] is  not a zero d iv iso r .
Unfortunately we have only been able to prove th is  lemma using 
algebraic va r ie ty  theory. This is  unsatisfacto ry in  so fa r  as th is  is  
the only departure from our rather p u ritan ica l approach to orthogonal group 
viewed as ju s t a group o f matrices.
Proof o f (5 .3 c ) ( fo r  algebraic v a r ie ty  theory see fo r  example [H ] ) .
Let D denote the determinant function in  K+[G] and Oj, ■ ^ (D ) * 
the re s tr ic t io n  to r . Then D* - 1 in  K[r] , s ince a l l  elements o f 
r are o f determinant ± 1 . Denote by r+ (r") the subset o f elements 
o f r which have determinant + 1  ( - 1 ) -  Then r = r+ u r and r+ is
o f course the specia l orthogonal group. Both r+ , r are closed subvarieties 
o f r and are in  f a c t  i t s  connected components and therefore th e ir  coordinate 
rings K[r+] and K[r~] . the re s tr ic t io n  o f functions in K[r] to r+ 
and r" re sp ec tive ly , are integral domains.
Now, we
Claim
K tr ] * (1 - Dr )K [r ]  § (H D r ) K m  . . .  (A) 
Proof o f claim
Now, (1-Dj,) + (1+Dr ) = 2 which is  in v e r t ib le  in  K , hence K [r ]
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(char K i  2) , thus the id e n t ity  o f K [ r ]  is  in  (l-D r )K [r ]  ♦ (l«D r )K [r ]  
and therefore
K [r ]  - (l-D r )K [r ]  ♦ (l+Dr )K [ r ]  .
We need only show the sum is  d irec t. Suppose (1-Dr )x = (1+Dp)y (x .yeKCr]) 
then m ultip ly ing through by ( 1 -Dr ) we get
<1-Dr )2x = (1-D2)y
hence
(l-2Dr tD2)x - 0 <D2 = 1)
and then
2(1-Dr )x = 0
so tha t (1-Dr )x = 0 , proving the cla im .
Ue can id e n tify  (l+Dr )K [r ]  w ith K [r+:  as fo llow s: 
le t  T* : M r ]  •* K [r * ]  be the r e s tr ic t io n  map. C learly  
(l-Dr )K [r3 C  ker»+ since f +(Dr ) - 1 in  K [r * ]  . Suppose ( 1+Dp)x c k e r /  
then (1+Dr )x (g ) * 0 fo r  a l l  g e r+ and i f  g e r  then (1+Dr )x {g ) ■ 0
also since Dp(g) .  -1 . Hence (1+Dr )x i  0 on r and hence (1+Dr )x - 0 
in  K t r ]  . Thus (1-Dr )KCr] - kert+ and we may id e n t ify  (l+0r )K [r ]  with 
K [r+] . S im i l a r l y ,  we may id en tify  K [r ‘ ] w ith (l-D r )K [ r l  and th is  
means tha t both are in teg ra l domains.
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Now, dr = | (l_Dr )dr + J(l+Dr )dr with both terms
dr ( lG) - 1 and dp (d ia g t l. l......-1...1J) - ± 1 ('1
Suppose drx = 0 for some x e K[r] , then x = J(l- 
and therefore
drx « i( l -D r )drJ(l-D r )x + i(l+Dr )drJ(l+Dr )x - 
and therefore, since (A) is  direct,
i (1-Dr )dr .(l-D r )x - 0 
1 (HDr )dr . ( l+Dr )x - 0
and since (l-D r )K[r] and (l+Dr )K[r] are integral 
(1-Dr )x = 0 , (1+Dr )x - 0
non zero since 
in (t+1)^  place). 
Dr )x + J(l+Dr )x
0
domains:
implies x = 0 , as required to prove d is  not a zero divisor.
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Appendix B
The symplectic and even orthogonal groups
In general, i t  seems that we could ce rta in ly  carry  out, w ith a l i t t l e  
m odification , our whole programme on the symplectic group Sp(K) . In 
p a r tic u la r , we can ce rta in ly  prove Chevalley 's theorem in  the same way 
as fo r  02£+1(K) ( ju s t  replace r K by Sp(K ))  and then compute a 
generating set fo r  the kernel o f re s tr ic t io n  K+[G] -*■ K [Sp(K)] . Weyl [W] 
has already done th is  in  ch a ra c te r is t ic  zero. When dealing with the Schur 
algebras Sp g(Sp(Q )) we would o f course use 'Weyl operators' with respect 
to the form defin ing the sym plectic group, th is  app lies also to the 
'generalised Weyl operators' of §6.
The even orthogonal group is  more awkward. We can c e rta in ly  prove 
Cheva lley 's  theorem in  the same way as fo r ° 2 £+-|(K) but when try ing  to 
use th is  to find  the kernel of re s tr ic t io n  K+[G] -*• K[02j i (K )] we have a 
problem; lemma (2 .4c) does not hold for 02j i (K) the ’ mage
d e K+[G] under re s tr ic t io n  is  a zero d iv iso r  in  K[02a(K )] . This a rises 
from the fa c t  tha t the Big Cell in  024(K) is  not 'dense' in the algebraic 
v a r ie ty  sense, consisting only o f matrices o f determinant one. Perhaps a 
way around th is  is  to define a 'tw is ted ' version o f the Big Cell in  02 l (K) 
consisting  of a se t dense in  02)l(K) and then using the union o f both of 
these 'B ig  C e l l s ' .
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Index of p r in c ip le  notation
Throughout C , Q , Z , Z>Q and 
ra t io n a ls , in tegers, non negative 



















C f(V ) 4
C(A) 96




Z denote the complex numbers,
>o
integers and p o s it ive  integers 
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Symbol Page Symbol Page
Ar (G) 92 s r 56
Ar **(G ) 92 sí 126
Ar B 122 T (n .r ) 3
Ar ,s B 141 Tr (n ) 10
AXB 145 tg 16
117 Tr 26
117 TX 96
IM 95 V ) 96
A 104 Ti 96
mk (G) 4 <Ti :Tj  > 97
HK<G> 5 6a .k
99
mod(Sj(G)) 8 • Ï.K 127









Vr A ,K 116
“ g 16
w 100
Z+[G] 25
1j
